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Synopsis
This White Paper provides FAA and its FTI-2 Team with information regarding
Wireless options as carriers decommission the traditional voice-grade and digital
TDM infrastructure currently used to service more than 4,000 FAA National
Airspace (NAS) locations. Wireless in this context means any Wide Area
Networking (WAN) transport technology that does not require an actual wire-line
terminating to the NAS facility, including traditional cellular services, line-of-sight
microwave, satellite, and various radio technologies. Each of these technologies
are presented with respective advantages, disadvantages, and financial impacts.
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American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC)
The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established to
create a more effective and innovative government. ACT-IAC provides a unique, objective and
trusted forum where government and industry executives are working together to improve public
services and agency operations through the use of technology. ACT-IAC contributes to better
communications between government and industry, collaborative and innovative problem solving
and a more professional and qualified workforce.
The information, conclusions and recommendations contained in this publication were produced by
volunteers from industry and government advisors supporting the objective of more effective and
innovative use of technology by federal agencies. ACT-IAC volunteers represent a wide diversity of
organizations (public and private) and functions. These volunteers use the ACT-IAC collaborative
process, refined over thirty years of experience, to produce outcomes that are consensus-based. The
findings and recommendations contained in this report are based on consensus and do not represent
the views of any particular individual or organization.
To maintain the objectivity and integrity of its collaborative process, ACT-IAC does not accept
government funding. This report and other ACT-IAC activities are underwritten by AT&T, ACT-IAC’s
strategic mission partner, and a number of private sector organizations who share the ACT-IAC
commitment to better government. ACT-IAC is greatly appreciative of this support and a complete
list of sponsors can be found on the ACT-IAC website.
ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to improving
the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For additional information,
visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.
The ACT-IAC Networks & Telecommunications (N&T) Community of Interest (COI)
The N&T COI mission is to provide clarity, impartial feedback, and points for consideration on
networks and telecom issues identified in collaboration with the federal government and industry.
The N&T COI provides a forum where government and industry executives are working together on
key telecommunication issues such as interoperability, information sharing, communications
architectures, wireless technologies, converged internet protocol based services, security, and
continuity of service. The N&T COI established a working group to facilitate collaboration between
government and industry on matters concerning the upcoming FTI-2 effort.
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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared to contribute to a more effective, efficient and innovative
government. The information contained in this report is the result of a collaborative process in which
a number of individuals participated. This document does not – nor is it intended to – endorse or
recommend any specific technology, product or vendor. Moreover, the views expressed in this
document do not necessarily represent the official views of the individuals and organizations that
participated in its development. Every effort has been made to present accurate and reliable
information in this report. However, ACT-IAC assumes no responsibility for consequences resulting
from the use of the information herein.
This paper was prepared by ACT-IAC after consultation with the Federal Aviation Administration. The
information and opinions contained herein are those of the ACT-IAC and are not reflection of any
planned strategy or approach to FTI-2 by the FAA.
Copyright © American Council for Technology, 2016. This document may not be quoted, reproduced
and/or distributed unless credit is given to the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory
Council.
For further information, contact the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council at
(703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.
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1.

Introduction and Executive Summary

The intent of this White Paper is to provide FAA and its FTI-2 Team with relevant and valuable
information regarding the Wireless options for connecting the 4,000 or so remote National
Airspace (NAS) facilities as carriers discontinue the traditional VG/DG TDM circuits and services.
Wireless in this context means any Wide Area Networking (WAN) transport technology that
does not require an actual wire-line terminating to the NAS facility. In this respect, Wireless can
include:





The traditional cellular services
Microwave technologies, some of which are already deployed at FAA
Satellite communications, some of which are also deployed at FAA, most notably the
ASTI network in AK
LMR and other radio technologies

Each of the above technologies offers its own set of advantages and disadvantages with respect
to meeting NAS connectivity requirements, which among others include:




Availability and Coverage
Security and Performance
Financial and transition impacts

NOTE: There is a reference list of acronyms and definitions in Section 7 of this paper.
Table 1-1 summarizes a comparison of the four offered Wireless WAN technologies and some
of their attributes with respect to meeting NAS requirements.

Attribute

Table 1-1. Wireless Technology Comparison
Cellular
Microwave
Technical

Satellite

Radio Tech

Availability (Physical)
Coverage
Scalability

Limited
Limited

Limited
Unlimited

Unlimited
Unlimited

Unlimited
Unlimited

Availability (Network)
Uptime
Full Period Connection

95-97%
Not Supported

99%
Supported

99.7%-99.9%3
Supported

99%
Supported

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Symmetrical
Easy Bandwidth Growth
Capacity

No
N /A

Yes
Yes1

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Dedicated
Shared

No
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Bandwidth
Asymmetrical
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Attribute

Table 1-1. Wireless Technology Comparison
Cellular
Microwave

Satellite

Radio Tech

Performance
Service/Transport
Committed Info Rates
Quality of Service (QoS)

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Best Effort
Latency

Yes

No

Optional

No

Rate
Fixed
Variable

Moderate
No
Yes

Low
Yes
No

High
Yes
Yes2

Low
Yes
No

Security
Layer-2 Encryption

Optional

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes
Moderate

Yes
Low

Yes
Low

Yes
Moderate

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A

Latency
Field Service

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Maintenance
Installation
Cost Model

N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A

$

$

$

$

Layer-3 Encryption
Cyber Attack Vulnerability
Available SLAs
Service/Transport
Speeds and Capacities
Network Availability

Pricing
CapEx

OpEx
$$
$$
$$
$$
Total Cost of Ownership
$$
$$
$$
$$
Note:
1 With FTI’s anticipated traffic growth, increasing microwave capacity can be accomplished without the need to visit the
terminating sites or the towers themselves.
2 For shared VS dedicated capacity networks.
3 Depending on SATCOM network architecture as described in Sections 2.3.3 and 4.1.3.

Source: Original work for this WP and based on industry knowledge and individual providers focus

Section 2 provides a summary level information regarding how each of the 4 wireless
technologies can address FAA’s 10 stated FTI-2 challenges and requirements. The remaining
sections are organized around the above four wireless alternatives, each providing an insight
into the current and future state of these technologies.
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2.

FAA FTI-2 CHALLENGES & AREAS OF FOCUS

This section, addresses the specific challenges outlined in FAA’s FTI-2 Program Challenges and
Focus Areas Informational Paper dated June 24, 2015.

2.1

TRANSITIONING 25,500+ SERVICES

This section describes how the FAA can transition some or all of the services from the existing
FTI infrastructure to any of the applicable wireless technologies.

2.1.1 Cellular Technologies
Although a strict analysis of the requirements of the 25k+ services for error rates and
up/download speeds would be required to fully expand on a complete transition strategy. The
existence of a robust and largely nationwide coverage from several of the major cellular carriers
and their partners provide enough coverage and capacity needed for data and voice. Recent
reports have sited average download and upload speeds of LTE service for all 4 of the major
carriers typically provide well over 10 Mbps download and 2 Mbps upload speeds in major
markets and even in smaller / less covered areas those that would suffice to carry basic audio
and video streams i.e. ~384k.

2.1.2 Microwave Technologies
Transitioning existing FTI fixed microwave assets to a new FTI-2 contractor is a candidate
solution for FTI-2. Such a transition should consider existing microwave equipment (including
spares and the need for technology refresh), frequency transmission assignments/licenses,
leased facilities, and supporting technical documentation/training. The services and monitoring
should also be transitioned to the new FTI-2 network provider.
Such a transition should be weighed against the installation of new microwave or alternate
service methods offered by the FTI-2 contractor. Each existing FTI-Microwave service would
need to be address on a site-specific basis (as fixed microwave tends to fill a narrow diverse
service niche).

2.1.3 Satellite Technologies
Satellite communication (SATCOM) networks can easily support networks with as few as tens of
sites to tens of thousands of sites and actually provide a Wide Area Network (WAN) platform
which can easily grow meeting FAA’s gradual transition. Different Satellite technology providers
may offer different lower and upper bound limits with respect to the network expansion both
in terms of sites and offered bandwidth.
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A SATCOM WAN is comprised of the following:
1. Uplink or HUB which for most part acts as the backbone infrastructure,
2. Uplink maintenance providing tier 2/3 support of the Uplink equipment,
3. Satellite capacity which provides the aggregate network capacity both on the egress

and access,
4. Downlink VSAT terminals which act as the network access routers in the non-data
center facilities such as NAS sites,
5. Downlink TDM-to-IP conversion devices which are connected to the VSAT’s at a
given NAS site carrying voice TDM services,
6. Downlink maintenance providing support of the equipment .
Aside from the first two items above, the rest are designed to be acquired incrementally as the
FTI-2 transition progresses. For example, if an ultimate transition calls for transition of say 1,000
NAS sites per year and each requiring 128 Kbps of capacity, then that means FAA will order
quantity 1,000 of items 4-6 above plus sufficient satellite capacity to carry the aggregate
offered load of 128 Mbps to meet the transitional requirements for that given period. This
approach ensures that transitional costs are incurred during the transition period and not all up
front.

2.1.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
For the immediate future until 2025, it is anticipated that LMR systems will continue to
primarily perform life safety and other radio dispatch roles within the geographic areas around
airports and other FAA facilities. Equipment monitoring and device to device utilizing LMR
frequencies may be implemented if cellular facilities are not available.

2.2

UNIQUE PERFORMANCE & SECURITY

This section describes how each wireless technology can meet FAA’s unique requirements
which currently are not met with the standard commercial service offerings. Currently those
requirements are met by typically deploying customer premise equipment (CPE) that provides
automatic protection switching and is specifically configured to meet the FAA’s service
requirements. When transitioning from FTI to FTI-2, the FAA will have to plan for the space and
power requirements to support the deployment of new CPE and the parallel operation of two
separate infrastructures until the legacy FTI CPE can be removed.

2.2.1 Cellular Technologies
Today the cellular community has what are considered small cell / femtocell deployment
solutions that can be placed within a campus or facility to augment the signal and throughput
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of the existing cellular network deployment. These solutions are no larger or require more
resources from a footprint standpoint than any of the mid > large scale IP based layer 2
switches used in the IT realm.

2.2.2 Microwave Technologies
The overall costs of microwave systems are heavily weighted towards the installation and
infrastructure costs associated with the antenna systems. A straightforward method to reduce
the site infrastructure impacts of FTI-2 microwave transition is to transfer the existing FTI
microwave assets to the FTI-2 contractor. While this method may not optimize other transition
considerations (technology refresh in particular), it does greatly simplify the infrastructure
considerations.
When considering upgrades to FTI-2 microwave, there will often be site-specific circumstances
where the existing site infrastructure cannot support FTI/FTI-2 parallel/dual microwave
operations. As microwave services are predominantly a method for diverse site access, a
transition to an FTI-2 microwave can take place under a controlled “jeopardy” condition where
the site will have non-diverse single access for a temporary transition period.

2.2.3 Satellite Technologies
Satellite communication can offer one of the most secure and hard to break
telecommunications technologies. This is due to the following inherent fundamental features
and characteristics:
1. Conditional Access Control (CAC) which is usually implemented through single or

multiple 256 bit DES encryption keys which encrypt traffic from and to a Downlink,
2. TDMA inroute frequency hopping which results in different data streams from a
given Downlink to be transmitted on a different channel, and
Unlike terrestrial wire-line and wireless networks which are constantly under cyber-attack with
numerous successful breaches reported, two-way SATCOM networks have not been known to
be breached. The combination of the above 3 features result in a very secure network. Section
5.1.3.3.1 provides additional details regarding the transmission security in a SATCOM network.
With respect to physical space allocation for a SATCOM-based network, FAA should be very
familiar with the requirements as it has extensive experience with the technology. ASTI network
is mainly SATCOM-based. However, for completeness of this section, FAA will need to facilitate
space for the following sets of equipment before deployment:
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A. Uplink (assuming Ku-band deployment)
An Uplink is comprised of two key components, namely the Radio Frequency (RF) and
Gateway/Baseband components. The RF is comprised of an outdoor antenna typically 2.43.6 meter in diameter with associated mount and its corresponding indoor radio system
which usually requires a standard 19” rack. The Gateway equipment which is typically made
up of several servers and modules require anywhere from one to three or four standard 19”
racks depending on the number of Downlinks supported and the desired and implemented
redundancies.
Depending on FAA’s desired network architecture, the above set of equipment may have to
be duplicated at a physically diverse location in a different state to offer HUB diversity as
described in Section 5.1.3.2.8-9.
B. Downlink (assuming Ku-band deployment)
A Downlink for the FAA will be comprised of the VSAT and the TDM-IP conversion
equipment. VSAT will consist of an outdoor unit which is typically a 1.2-1.8m antenna
system with its associated 2-6W radio assembly and the associated mount (pole, nonpenetrating, or custom), plus the indoor satellite router which will require 1RU space in a
standard 19” rack for rack-mounted option. The VSAT’s outdoor unit may also be equipped
with the optional deicing components to counter potential ice buildup on the antenna. The
TDM-IP conversion device depending on the manufacturer will typically require 2RU space
in a standard 19” rack. Both the VSAT and the TDM-IP conversion device require standard
110 VAC power outlets, and the optional deicing system for the VSAT antenna would
require an outdoor 110-240 VAC GFCI outlet near the antenna.
Satellite communication can meet FAA’s unique network availability and redundancy
requirements, and depending on the technology provider those requirements can be exceeded.
As described in Sections 5.1.3.2.7-9, depending on the proposed architecture and technology,
FAA’s sites under FTI-2 can belong to:
1. A single network with two physically diverse infrastructure/Uplink enabling a

Downlink to switch from one Uplink to another in less than 3 seconds, or
2. Two separate and physically diverse networks concurrently for achieving
approximately 99.99% uptime availability for the network and 99.9% for a given
Downlink considering the potential rain-fade impact on a given Downlink.

2.2.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR technology is usually not a candidate for this role. Parallel operation of LMR systems can
be maintained by utilization of different frequency plans but these environments are usually
already frequency rich environments with insufficient guard’s bands for power and the
harmonics of the transmitters.
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2.3

NETWORK REDUNDANCY & PROTECTION AGAINST 6-SIGMA

This section describes how each wireless technology can meet FAA’s requirements in providing
the highest possible network availability through redundancy at some or all component levels.

2.3.1 Cellular Technologies
The cellular network and in large part based on LTE has a widely deployed and overlapping
architecture of towers that provide neighboring and cooperation between them to ensure
coverage and handoff in the event of a moving signal and for capacity offloading in the event of
saturation of any one of the neighbors in order to optimize throughput and availability of the
service. As stated above, this can also be augmented by small cell / femtocell technologies.

2.3.2 Microwave Technologies
The predominant application of fixed microwave in the NAS is to provide diverse site access
communications at a field-proven high availability. Redundant microwave equipment
configurations have been used by the FAA and industry for decades. Microwave will continue
to support the FAA FTI-2 mission at sites where dual access via other technologies is not
economically feasible or does not meet performance/availability needs.

2.3.3 Satellite Technologies
Satellite communication can meet FAA’s unique network availability and redundancy
requirements, and depending on the technology provider those requirements can be exceeded.
As described in Sections 5.1.3.2.7-9, depending on the proposed architecture and technology,
FAA’s sites under FTI-2 can belong to:
1. A single network with two physically diverse infrastructure/Uplink enabling a

Downlink to switch from one Uplink to another in less than 3 seconds, or
2. Two separate and physically diverse networks concurrently for achieving
approximately 99.99% uptime availability for the network and 99.9% for a given
Downlink considering the potential rain-fade impact on a given Downlink.
The first option above is a network with 2 Uplinks and one set of satellite capacity where each
Downlink has only 1 VSAT looking at a single satellite. The second option adds a second set of
satellite capacity and a second VSAT at each Downlink, meaning at any given time the Downlink
can reach any of the two Uplinks through 2 different satellites. The latter is equivalent to having
say 2 different MPLS networks.
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2.3.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
While LMR systems have redundant components, frequencies and radios these systems are not
built for 5 9s of availability. Standard Operating Procedures specify how to react to equipment
problems and when to use backup and redundant systems.

2.4

SUPPORT OF UP TO 80 LAYER-3 COS’

This section describes how each wireless technology can enable FAA to deliver up to 80
different classes of service (CoS’) based on reliability, maintainability, availability, latency,
security, physical interfaces, and other parameters.

2.4.1 Cellular Technologies
Classes of Service is a relatively new capability to cellular carriers as the shift into 4G imposes
an all IP based network. Today there are a small number of CoS offerings for cellular data
traffic. With the expansive growth in data consumption and the proliferation of LTE, LTEAdvanced, and the migration into 5G it is plausible that more CoS offerings can/will become
available.

2.4.2 Microwave Technologies
The fixed microwave technologies are a transport communications mechanism which supports
all FTI service class parameters. Fixed microwave can continue to support FTI-2 site access
needs in cases where other available technologies cannot meet that site’s particular service
needs.

2.4.3 Satellite Technologies
Different satellite technology providers have different approaches to offering Class of Services
(CoS’), though it is safe to assume that at least some of the providers will be able to meet FAA’s
requirements of delivering up to 80 CoS’. Actually with SATCOM’s inherent common features
such as security, physical interface, reliability FAA can simplify its FTI-2 service delivery by
reducing the actual number of different class of services.
As described in Section 5.1.3.3.5, a typical TDMA SATCOM network offers different bandwidth
allocation schemes which when combined with application and port prioritizations can result in
many different CoS’. These CoS’ can be even expanded with different options with respect to
on-site field maintenance.
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2.4.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
Digital LMR systems are designed for better performance across their coverage area for several
classes of services. The closer the end radio is to the base station the better the service. The
quality of service is affected by a number of environmental factors.

2.5

EMS & VIS SUPPORT

This section describes how the different wireless technologies can potentially provide
Enterprise Messaging Services (EMS) and Value-added Infrastructure Services (VIS).

2.5.1 Cellular Technologies
The cellular networks allow for any published enterprise-wide IP based standards to
communicate over them, such as those in EMS that would allow organizations to send
semantically precise messages between computer systems or those that promote loosely
coupled architectures that allow changes in the formats of messages to have minimum impact
on message subscribers. Again, Cellular would support any appropriate protocols, such as DDS,
MSMQ, AMQP or SOAP with web services. Also, VIS <or> value-added networks (VAN) that
host service offerings which act as an intermediary between enterprise entities for sharing
standards can also be supported under the same concept.

2.5.2 Microwave Technologies
The fixed microwave technologies are a transport communications mechanism which supports
all FAA unique enterprise needs. Fixed microwave can continue to support FTI-2 site access
needs in cases where other available technologies cannot meet that site’s particular service
needs.

2.5.3 Satellite Technologies
Since SATCOM networks, EMS and VIS all use native IP transmission, EMS and VIS services will
be even easier to support than a NAS site. The EMS or VIS site would not require a TDM-IP
Conversion device while a NAS site does. The SATCOM network can also be configured to
provide any specific CoS and quality of service (QoS) required by EMS and VIS. FAA can also take
advantage of its SATCOM network under FTI-2 to deliver crucial software updates to EMS and
VIS sites during the off-peak hours of NAS which should most probably be around 12:00AM5:00AM EST when the air traffic in NA is at its minimum.
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2.5.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR systems can be used to extend the reach of EMS systems to rural areas not covered by
cellular systems. LMR excels at providing Push-To-Talk service.

2.6

NETWORK MANAGEMENT PORTAL

This section describes available network management tools offered by the different
technologies which can enable the FAA to meet its stated operational requirements such as:
1. Visibility into the physical configuration of services and the assurance that the FAA’s

service diversity and avoidance requirements are being met.
2. The assurance that on-site customer premise equipment strings and access paths to
the transport network’s points of presence have no common points of failure when
path diversity and/or avoidance are required.

2.6.1 Cellular Technologies
Each cellular carrier provides different tools and portals to manage different aspects of devices
and service. There is not one common tool that is offered to share this insight across the
cellular landscape. Examples of the various portals available would allow the FAA to have
insight into device connectivity, network maintenance or outages, various alerts and alarms
around the usage of devices. For specific requirements these would have to be vetted out with
the individual mobile network operator/carrier.

2.6.2 Microwave Technologies
The use of fixed microwave, by its inherent physical separation from other terrestrial or
wireless technologies, assures physical diversity for site access. Fixed microwave technologies
provide a complete and comprehensive end-to-end view of the equipment/service operational
status. Today’s fixed microwave products have a comprehensive device management toolset
that addresses the entire range of enterprise needs (secure management, SNMPV3, IPV6, traffic
loading, etc.).

2.6.3 Satellite Technologies
SATCOM networks unlike terrestrial networks are by nature well defined, meaning the FAA
would know the exact data path between the Uplink(s) and the Downlinks. This will enable FAA
to easily meet and exceed its service diversity and avoidance requirements. The traditional path
diversity and/or avoidance challenges associated with terrestrial networks which are
compounded in an IP-based network do not apply to SATCOM networks.
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Different SATCOM providers offer different network management tools with varying
capabilities, though it is safe to assume that offered tools will meet and in some cases exceed
any requirements that the FAA would have for FTI-2. SATCOM providers who are more than just
an equipment manufacturer and are actually service providers such as Hughes or Viasat can
offer extremely powerful network and configuration management tools that are used by
themselves in supporting hundreds of thousands or more than a million Downlinks/VSAT’s in
their networks.
These tools will enable the FAA to be able to see the health and performance of its SATCOM
network at any time and drill down to any VSAT and potentially to any CPE connected to the
VSAT at a given Downlink.

2.6.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR management systems have historically been attached to the central dispatch console of
the system. With IP based network interfaces and gateways allow standard computer and
network management packages to be interconnected to LMR management systems for
centralized reporting and alerting.

2.7

TDM SUPPORT

This section describes how the different wireless technologies can support FAA’s current TDM
requirements until such time FAA transitions its entire NAS infrastructure to IP. This transition
will most probably happen long after Carriers’ phase out of the existing wire-line TDM cervices.

2.7.1 Cellular Technologies
4G LTE is the industry standard technology for mobile network operators today. LTE imposes
an all-IP based network/infrastructure. Therefore, major mobile network operators have
upgraded virtually all elements of their radio access network and backbone to support fiber
optics or Ethernet. As a result, there is no actual “support” for TDM technologies within the
network itself. On the contrary there are various hardware elements that can convert TDM to
IP to allow these data transmission to traverse a cellular network.

2.7.2 Microwave Technologies
As with the rest of the telecommunications industry, the ability to obtain fixed microwave
products with native TDM capabilities is becoming rapidly scarce. IP-only radios are prevalent.
Hybrid TDM/IP radios remain available, but their horizon is certainly in sight. The fixed
microwave industry, perhaps due to the required infrastructure investments, has traditionally
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retained legacy interfaces/features for a period of time longer than the broader
telecommunications market.

2.7.3 Satellite Technologies
SATCOM networks operate in IP and as such transmission of TDM traffic would require
inclusion of a voice gateway appliance such as Comtech EF Data’s Memotec NetPerformer as
shown in
Figure 2-1. In this scenario, FAA’s NAS-specific TDM CPE at a Downlink will be connected to the
Memotec appliance which in turn is connected to either to the satellite modem or to a router
which is connected to the satellite modem. The latter option is recommended if more than just
TDM services are to be carried over the SATCOM network.

Figure 2-1. Comtech EF Data Memotec NetPerformer voice gateway/multiplexer

Source: Original work for the paper and based on http://www.comtechefdata.com/products/ran-wanoptimization/netperformer

This approach enables the FAA to carry traditional TDM traffic while it is investigating and
eventually upgrades its NAS network to IP-based CPE at which point, all is required is to remove
the Memotec appliance from the data flow path by directly connecting the new IP-based NAS
CPE to either a router (if one exists) or the satellite modem directly.

2.7.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR systems do not provide TDM/PDH transport services as their data bit rates have been to
slow.
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2.8

REMOTE SITE CONNECTIVITY

This section describes how the different wireless technologies can enable FAA to maintain NAS
operation in some 4,000+ remote facilities by delivering TDM-like services and minimizing any
operational or infrastructure impact on the site and on NAS operation.

2.8.1 Cellular Technologies
Because the majority of current cellular technology and all future cellular technology is or will
be based on all IP-based system there will be some factors to consider in that these connections
are not dedicated or private lines; today cellular is a shared-resource. Some of the factors to
consider will include packet-loss, jitter, and latency especially when using cellular to solve for
synchronous communications. There are tools available to help mitigate those challenges such
as QoS (previously discussed) and high-gain MIMO antennas but these need to be tested on a
case-by-case scenario since mobile network operators do not provide SLAs.

2.8.2 Microwave Technologies
As with the rest of the telecommunications industry, the ability to obtain fixed microwave
products with native TDM capabilities is becoming rapidly scarce. IP-only radios are prevalent.
Hybrid TDM/IP radios remain available, but their horizon is certainly in sight. The fixed
microwave industry, perhaps due to the required infrastructure investments, has traditionally
retained legacy interfaces/features for a period of time longer than the broader
telecommunications market.

2.8.3 Satellite Technologies
Satellite technology offers the most ubiquitous solution among all wireless technologies as its
only requirement to enable a remote site to be connected to the network is whether or the
Downlink has a line of sight to the Southern skies. There are no network build out and/or prequalification requirements as required by the other three (3) wireless technologies. There are
no dependencies to underlying cellular or microwave network providers’’ network coverage or
lack thereof. Since FAA is very familiar with SATCOM networks, it clearly recognized this major
advantage of SATCOM technologies over any other wireless technology. With respect to
delivering the TDM-specific services, earlier sections have already outlined this capability.

2.8.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR is not considered a viable wireless technology to extend the NAS services to remote
locations as cellular, microwave or satellite have better characteristics.
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2.9

IP TRANSFOMATION IMPACT ON PRICING MODEL

This section describes how the different wireless technologies are priced and whether or not
we can meet FAA’s requirement of postalized VS site-specific pricing.

2.9.1 Cellular Technologies
The current model of cellular pricing will be advantageous to the FAA during the migration to
IP. Pricing is not currently structured around site specifics and/or postal zip codes as there is no
physical connection to deliver. Rather the transformation impact will be based on availability
(i.e. coverage) and whether or not the chosen mobile network operator works within that
specific site or area. Where the pricing model could have impact on the FAA is that cellular is
based more on a consumption model as opposed to bandwidth models. This is where tools
would have to be leveraged to understand how much data is traversing that connection on a
daily/weekly/monthly basis.

2.9.2 Microwave Technologies
Local FAA site infrastructure or the need for leased infrastructure is a key factor in both the
installation and maintenance costs of a fixed microwave link. While the radio equipment costs
can be postalized, the infrastructure variables are so broad in range that site-specific pricing will
continue to be necessary.

2.9.3 Satellite Technologies
As stated earlier, SATCOM networks operate in IP to begin with and as such the only impact of
IP Transformation of the NAS services will be the exclusion of the required voice gateways as
described in Section 2.7. IP Transformation will in general reduce the required capital
investment for purchasing and installing such appliances. The other pricing impact will be
elimination of the cost associated with maintaining and supporting such appliances. In addition
to these two tangible cost reduction impact, FAA will also be able to reduce the overall FTI-2
operating expenses and complexities associated with supporting NAS after IP transformation.

2.9.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
LMR systems require both physical and RF site surveys which equate to extremely site specific
pricing of LMR systems.

2.10 IPV4 VS IPV6 SUPPORT
This section describes how the different wireless technologies support both addressing
schemes and what would the FAA need to do to take advantage of any or both schemes.
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2.10.1 Cellular Technologies
Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and Version 6 (IPv6) are both the previous and next
generation of the Internet Protocol. The transition from IPv4 to ipv6t is in various stages of
deployment not only within enterprises and the internet itself, but also within the cellular
networks. By 2011, all major operating systems in use on personal computers and server
systems had production-quality IPv6 implementations. Cellular telephone systems present a
large deployment field for Internet Protocol devices as mobile telephone service is making the
transition from 3G to "next-generation" 4G technologies, in which voice is provisioned as a
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service.
This mandates the use of IPv6 for such networks and as of 2016 most of if not all cellular
services under the four major carriers have either direct issuance of IPv6 addresses to their
devices <or> they are using a proxy service, whereby data use from the device is obfuscated
from the internet by a temporarily assigned IPv6 address for the device. Also, within the
cellular network infrastructure themselves, the IP routing elements of the networks leverage a
technique called ‘dual-stack’ whereby they support both versions simultaneously in order to
assure proper routing and data delivery whether an inbound packet originates from an IPv4 or
v6 address or the destination is either. Further development and deployment of LTE advanced
and specifically 5G will see the reliance of immediate adoption and use of IPv6 for numerous
reasons including, performance, scalability and security.

2.10.2 Microwave Technologies
Fixed microwave is a point-to-point transport technology. Current products simultaneously
support both IPV4 and IPV6.

2.10.3 Satellite Technologies
SATCOM technology providers have different approaches to IPV4 VS IPV6 support, though
some like Hughes support both addressing schemes concurrently through the use of dual stack.
This will ensure seamless transition based on FAA’s own timelines VS provider mandated
timelines.

2.10.4 LMR & Other Radio Technologies
A number of digital LMR systems support different digital data rates and higher capacity
systems have supported IPv4 packets usually with header suppression and a single LAN
segment. ETSI TS 102 361-3 v1.2.2 (2013-07) Specifies supporting IPv6 tunneling over IPv4 as a
method to support transport of IPv6 packet streams over Digital Mobile Radio (LMR). DMR
specifications detail the structure of IPv4 UDP in an encapsulated form. The authors do not see
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a native IPv6 packet being supported in hardware or protocol for some time due to the low
speed of the interfaces and the use for the foreseeable future of IPv6 tunneling over IPv4.

3.

CELLULAR TECHNOLOGIES

3.1

CURRENT STATE

3.1.1 Industry Leaders and Providers
The Wireless Industry is made up of four key carriers in the United States: AT&T, Sprint, TMobile, and Verizon Wireless. AT&T and Verizon Wireless lead the industry in market share
with a subscriber base of approximately 126.4 million and 135.4 million, respectively. According
to Gartner, AT&T’s and Verizon Wireless’ LTE networks cover 14% more of the US population
than Sprint or T-Mobile (Gartner reference). Both AT&T’s and Verizon’s LTE networks cover
more than 93% of the US population, representing 300+million people.

3.1.2 Deployed Networks
Cellular networks have advanced over the past 15+ years. There have been multiple
generations of technologies that have been adopted along the way. These technologies were all
classified as “generations” starting with 2nd Generation or 2G then migrating to 2.5G, 3G, and
4G or Long Term Evolution (LTE).
Within the US, carrier-deployed networks varied in terms of technology. The two dominant
technologies used by US carriers at inception were Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). Mainly the difference in these networks is the way that a
call traverses the mobile device through the radio access network. CDMA uses a code that is
unique to that call, and the receiver (cell site) would have a unique key to decode the signal.
TDMA, on the other hand, was broken into timeslots with the receiver only listening to the
assigned timeslot to piece the call back together. Arguments can be made for which is the
better of the two technologies; however UMTS, 3G GSM, is based on Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) technology.
As for the carriers, AT&T and T-Mobile primarily used Global System for Mobile
Communication, more commonly referred to as GSM, for 2G cellular networks. GSM is based on
TDMA technology. GSM would later evolve into GPRS for packet data technology, often
referred to as 2.5G. The next iteration of GSM was upgraded to Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) as the 3rd Generation (3G) of technology. As mentioned
above, this evolved GSM into a CDMA type technology using “code” instead of “time.” Evolved
High Speed Packet Access (HSPA+) was finally added as the next generation of technology,
labeled 3.5G, providing theoretical data speeds of 168 Mbps downlink and 22 Mbps uplink.
Alternatively, Verizon Wireless and Sprint chose CDMA at the beginning for their cellular
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technology. Much like GSM, CDMA networks experienced revisions and upgrades, eventually
migrating to Evolution Data Optimized (EVDO) for 3rd generation wireless technology with
multiple revisions often labeled “Rev-0” or “Rev-A.” Theoretical speeds ranged from 1.8Mbps
uplink and 3.1Mbps downlink.
Finally, in our current state of technology, cellular carriers have evolved to Long Term Evolution
(LTE). This term is interchangeable with 4G as it is the 4th Generation of cellular technology.
You may also see it labeled 4G LTE.
The primary goal of LTE was to increase the capacity and speed of cellular networks as well as
to migrate to an all IP based system. This helped create a “flat” architecture for cellular carriers,
which helped decrease operating costs compared to legacy 2G and 3G systems. Some of the
advantages of this migration included reduced latency, greater bandwidth, and increased
capacity, as well as increased spectrum flexibility.

Figure 3-1. 3G and 4G Voice and Data Network Flow Diagram

Note: This is an example of the call flow difference between 3G voice and data versus 4G LTE voice and
data. Note the difference in the UTRAN versus E-UTRAN. UTRAN and E-UTRAN consist of carrier’s cell
sites (base stations or eNodeBs) and in 3G, a radio network controller (RNC). The migration to Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) put more resources behind the scenes in an IP environment, thus reducing carriers’
capital and operational costs for cell sites and other equipment needs.
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Source: http://www.sonlte.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/IMS_3G-4G.jpg

Additional enhancements to the cellular solution include VoIP services using LTE commonly
referred to as VoLTE. As carriers begin to migrate voice traffic from legacy RF band’s to LTE RF
bands this enhancement will drive high definition voice quality and video calling attributes
native to the carrier network and mobile device, Furthermore, LTE deployments will drive
increased coverage deployments in the form of new macro sites, Distributed Antenna Systems
(DAS), and small cells/FEMTO cell augmentation. Other “layered” network enhancements, such
as Self-Optimizing Networks (SON), are being implemented to ease deployments, as well as to
enhance time to convergence, configuration, and handling user’s traffic.

3.1.3 Key Attributes and Issues
Key attributes of the service delivery model from the carriers and the goals for the supported
enterprise during the next connected evolution include:












Voice over LTE or VoIP calling
Enhanced voice quality
Simultaneous voice and LTE (SVLTE)
Provide an all IP-based network
Quality of Service (QoS)
Extending the Enterprise Network to mobile endpoints
Configuring Custom Access Point Names (APNs) allow mobile users to access Enterprise
LAN on any mobile network
Provide secure access to Internet-based applications
Connect all IoE instances, such as tracking equipment, point of sales devices, vending
machines, alarms, or telemetry devices that “push or pull” data to the enterprise LAN
for monitoring and Big Data analysis of key metrics
Route traffic securely for all cellular connected mobile and fixed IoE instances to Cloud
Service Providers (CSPs)

Issues with LTE are mainly around security. Refer to Subsection 3.1.3.3 for more information on
security concerns.
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Table 3-1 shows the LTE Release versions from 3GPP.org
Table 3-1. LTE Release Status (Reference 3GPP.org)
Name

Status

Start date

End date

Closure date

Release 14

Open

2014-09-17

TBD

TBD

Release 13

Open

2012-09-30

2016-03-11 (SP-71)

TBD

Release 12

Frozen

2011-06-26

2015-03-13 (SP-67)

TBD

Release 11

Frozen

2010-01-22

2013-03-06 (SP-59)

TBD

Release 10

Frozen

2009-01-20

2011-06-08 (SP-52)

TBD

Release 9

Frozen

2008-03-06

2010-03-25 (SP-47)

TBD

Release 8

Frozen

2006-01-23

2009-03-12 (SP-43)

TBD

Release 7

Closed

2003-10-06

2008-03-13 (SP-39)

2014-09-17 (SP-65)

3.1.3.1 Technical and Regulatory
There are many different technical resources for cellular technology; the most popular being
3rd Generation Partnership Project, more commonly known as 3GPP, as mentioned above. This
partnership relies on studies and contributions from the participating member companies and
work groups that are broken into four separate groups:
1. Radio Access Network
2. Service and System Aspects
3. Core Network and Terminals
4. GSM Edge Radio Access Networks

From a regulatory perspective, there are many different group engaged in regulation of the
cellular industry. For the purposes of this paper, there are three main groups who govern the
telecommunications industry as well as individual state agencies who are engaged more with
consumer affairs
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Focus: Spectrum licensing
Cellular Telephone Industries Association (CTIA)
Focus: advocates and lobbies on behalf of cellular carriers, suppliers, and manufacturers
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Focus: Radiation-emitting products

The FCC manages the licensed spectrum in which cellular providers use to offer their services.
LTE and AWS spectrum are auctioned off by the FCC. Different spectrum licenses range
between 225 MHz and 3700 MHz in the following radio services:



700 MHz and 800 MHz (Cellular)
Advanced Wireless Service (AWS >1 & 2)
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Broadband Personal Communications Service (PCS)
Broadband Radio Service (BRS) <and>
Educational Broadband Service (EBS)
GHz Wireless Communications Service (WCS)
Full Power TV broadcast and Mobile Satellite Services (MSS)

Figure 3-1 - Figure 3-5 show the current spectrum map of deployed frequencies managed by the FCC
(reference FCC.gov):

Figure 3-2. Map of FCC Deployed Frequencies (470>931 MHz)
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Figure 3-3. Map of FCC Deployed Frequencies (932>1435 MHz)

Figure 3-4. Map of FCC Deployed Frequencies (1435 > 1850 MHz)
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Figure 3-5. Map of FCC Deployed Frequencies (2000 > 2500 MHz)
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Table 3-2. shows the top three cellular carriers’ spectrum ownership by alphabetical order and by
band/freq/block/type per carrier (reference FCC.gov).
Table 3-2. Operating Bands/Frequencies for 3 Participating Cellular Carriers:
AT&T
Band

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

700 MHz (L)

698-704
728-734

1

A

BEA

700 MHz (L)

704-710
734-740

488

B

CMA

700 MHz (L)

710-716
740-746

553

C

CMA

700 MHz (L)

716-722

6

D

EAG

700 MHz (L)

722-728

5

E

BEA

Cellular

824-835
845-846.5
869-880
890-891.5

438

A

CMA

Cellular

835-845
846.5-849
880-890
891.5-894

219

B

CMA

AWS-1

1710-1720
2110-2120

337

A

CMA

AWS-1

1720-1730
2120-2130

16

B

BEA

AWS-1

1730-1735
2130-2135

86

C

BEA

AWS-1

1735-1740
2135-2140

12

D

REA

AWS-1

1740-1745
2140-2145

5

E

REA

AWS-1

1745-1755
2145-2155

4

F

REA

AWS-3

1755-1760
2155-2160

42

G

CMA

AWS-3

1760-1765
2160-2165

37

H

BEA

AWS-3

1765-1770
2165-2170

58

I

BEA

AWS-3

1770-1780
2170-2180

114

J

BEA

PCS

1860-1865
1940-1945

129

A

MTA

PCS

1865-1870
1945-1950

208

D

BTA
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AT&T
Band

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

PCS

1880-1885
1960-1965

104

B

MTA

PCS

1885-1890
1965-1970

221

E

BTA

PCS

1890-1895
1970-1975

201

F

BTA

PCS

1905-1910
1985-1990

403

C

BTA

WCS

2305-2310

58

A

MEA

WCS

2310-2315

58

B

MEA

WCS

2315-2320

22

C

REA

WCS

2345-2350

10

D

REA

Total # of Freq from Bands for AT&T =

3,835

T-Mobile
Band

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

700 MHz (L)

698-704
728-734

55

A

BEA

700 MHz (L)

704-710
734-740

1

B

CMA

700 MHz (L)

710-716
740-746

2

C

CMA

Cellular

824-835
845-846.5
869-880
890-891.5

1

A

CMA

AWS-1

1710-1720
2110-2120

45

A

CMA

AWS-1

1720-1730
2120-2130

41

B

BEA

AWS-1

1730-1735
2130-2135

75

C

BEA

AWS-1

1735-1740
2135-2140

18

D

REA

AWS-1

1740-1745
2140-2145

29

E

REA

AWS-1

1745-1755
2145-2155

23

F

REA

AWS-3

1755-1760
2155-2160

84

G

CMA

AWS-3

1760-1765
2160-2165

42

H

BEA

AWS-3

1765-1770
2165-2170

22

I

BEA

AWS-3

1770-1780

3

J

BEA
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T-Mobile
Band

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

2170-2180
PCS

1850-1860
1930-1940

43

A

MTA

PCS

1867.5-1870
1947.5-1950

72

D

BTA

PCS

1870-1880
1950-1960

33

B

MTA

PCS

1885-1890
1965-1970

135

E

BTA

PCS

1890-1895
1970-1975

100

F

BTA

PCS

1895-1910
1975-1990

211

C

BTA

Total # of Freq from Bands for T-Mobile =

Verizon
Band

1,035

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

700 MHz (L)

704-710
734-740

1

B

CMA

700 MHz (U)

746-757
776-787

9

C

REA

Cellular

824-835
845-846.5
869-880
890-891.5

199

A

CMA

Cellular

835-845
846.5-849
880-890
891.5-894

520

B

CMA

AWS-1

1710-1720
2110-2120

228

A

CMA

AWS-1

1720-1730
2120-2130

177

B

BEA

AWS-1

1730-1735
2130-2135

48

C

BEA

AWS-1

1735-1740
2135-2140

14

D

REA

AWS-1

1740-1745
2140-2145

8

E

REA

AWS-1

1745-1755
2145-2155

7

F

REA

AWS-3

1755-1760
2155-2160

64

G

CMA

AWS-3

1760-1765
2160-2165

37

H

BEA
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Verizon
Band

Freq

Number

Block

Area Type

AWS-3

1765-1770
2165-2170

32

I

BEA

AWS-3

1770-1780
2170-2180

48

J

BEA

PCS

1862.5-1865
1942.5-1945

45

A

MTA

PCS

1865-1870
1945-1950

102

D

BTA

PCS

1880-1885
1960-1965

46

B

MTA

PCS

1885-1890
1965-1970

146

E

BTA

PCS

1890-1895
1970-1975

109

F

BTA

PCS

1895-1910
1975-1990

224

C

BTA

Total # of Freq from Bands for Verizon =

2,064

Note: A reserved block of 700 MHz spectrum for LTE under Band 14 is held by the newly
created Public Safety organization in connection with the contract with the First Responder
Network Authority (FirstNet) and funded out of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act
of 2012 (the Act). The ‘FirstNet’ solution under the Dept. of Interior is slated for the pending
Nov 2016 award to the commercial marketplace under an RFP for the development of a
nationwide public safety broadband network (NPSBN) for use for first responders and
potentially other mission critical FedGov agencies.
3.1.3.2 Applicability and Availability/Coverage
Cellular networks are built to cover population and not geographic area. As a result, coverage
by wireless carriers is often referred to as “POPs,” which typically refer to the number of people
in a specific area.
In regards to “full period” services such as those required by the NAS or will they only be
suitable for back-up use on an on-demand basis, cellular is already serving in the capacity as a
viable option for supporting them:
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Cellular technology is already supported “full
period” services based on application and use
case amongst many different business and
government agencies. The key to leveraging
cellular for full period services is planned
programmatic approach that involves strategic
partnership, a full understanding of the
application and use case as well thorough
testing for evaluation and pilots. Cellular
technology is often used as a means to replace
legacy services such as Frame, T-Carrier,
Ethernet, dial-up modems and modulation.
With the evolution of LTE, LTE-Advanced,
and 5G, as well as, enhanced services that
will are included with them, such as
preemption, quality of service and
prioritization for premium or critical
customers will further enable higher
bandwidth applications and those that
require an additional QoS (such as VoIP and
Video) to ensure they will be cellular ready
for full period services.

AT&T LTE Coverage

T-Mobile LTE Coverage

The paper uses the term “availability” more in a
sense of “coverage.” What availability level in terms
of the number of 9s (e.g., 0.97) is achievable today
for a full period service provided by cellular
technology by levels of availability both today and
achievable in the foreseeable future:


While cellular technology is generally
Verizon Wireless LTE Coverage
based on coverage which is often dubbed
“availability”, cellular carriers do have high Source: Original work was developed from individual
carrier’s own websites
availability, or uptime service level
objectives. At this time, these ‘objectives’
are not formulated typically into agreements or SLA’s between consumers. As a
general rule, the high availability of a cellular carrier is one-9 (i.e. 95-97%) in all
markets and can be extended to two-9s or even three-9s (e.g. 99.9%)”. These 3-9s
equate to approximately 9 hours of downtime per year or 1.5 minutes per day (see
table below):
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Table 3-3. Downtime per year or 1.5 minutes per day
Availability %

Downtime per year

Downtime per month

Downtime per week

Downtime per day

90% (1-9)

36.5 days

72 hours

16.8 hours

2.4 hours

99% (2-9s)

3.65 days

7.20 hours

1.68 hours

14.4 minutes

99.5%

1.83 days

3.60 hours

50.4 minutes

7.2 minutes

99.8%

17.52 hours

86.23 minutes

20.16 minutes

2.88 minutes

99.9% (3-9s)

8.76 hours

43.8 minutes

10.1 minutes

1.44 minutes

99.95%

4.38 hours

21.56 minutes

5.04 minutes

43.2 seconds

99.97%

3.65 hours

6.08 minutes

1.52 minutes

21.7 seconds

99.99% (4-9s)

52.56 minutes

4.38 minutes

1.01 minutes

8.66 seconds

99.995%

26.28 minutes

2.16 minutes

30.24 seconds

4.32 seconds

99.999% (5-9s)

5.26 minutes

25.9 seconds

6.05 seconds

864.3 milliseconds

Table 3-3 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_availability

It is conceivable that the advent of 5G and the network architecture 5G imposes will cellular
carriers to increase the high availability baseline from 1-9 to 3-9s based on their networks and
potentially offer Service Level Agreements that correspond with them. As 5G is still being
defined and explored the availability/uptime and other methods used to analyze cellular
availability are yet to be determined.
3.1.3.3

Security

In the cellular realm, several distinctive areas of security provide an enhanced security matrix
within the respective carrier networks including:


Use of ‘authentication and encryption’ between the customers’ mobile device (UE) and
the LTE network. In this model, the network authenticates the Subscriber Identify
Module (SIM), and the SIM authenticates the network credentials to provide a ‘mutual /
bi-directional authentication and authorization mechanism. Other protection principles
included within the ‘mutual authentication’ architecture:
– The Air Interface – all traffic between the Mobile device (UE) and eNodeB (RAN) is
encrypted using standards such as EPS/AES/SNOW3G/NULL to name a few; listed
below are some of the elements of authentication and encryption are as follows:
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–

–
–







Radio Resource Control (RRC) signaling ciphering and integrity protection - each
signaling message is appended with an integrity tag and only processed if valid
verification of the integrity by the receiving end of the message is accepted
 User Plane (UP) ciphering – where unique keys are used to encrypt the signaling
for each session; the key for UP traffic is retained for the period the UE is in a
valid connected session, and the keys are deleted upon transition to idle mode
or upon handover to another eNodeB
 Non-Access Stratum (NAS) messages – all the messages between the mobile
device (UE) and the network core are encrypted
 Separation of certificate key derivation between UE/LTE and the Packet Core
that are used in the authentication from segment to segment packet flow over
the architecture
 NAS messages are encrypted on the Backhaul (e.g. RAN to network core)
The VoLTE & SMS-over-IP data – Application Layer IPSec is implemented between
the Mobile device (UE) and Mobility IMS/VoLTE Core and the Session Border
Controller/Proxy- Call Session Control Function (S/BC/P-CSCF)
VoLTE-SIP messages are encrypted on Backhaul (RAN to core network)
Some carriers are also leveraging IP Security (IPsec) within its Mobility Infrastructure
to protect their customers and network. Here are some examples of how they are
leveraging IPSec:
 IPSec can be implemented for application layer security for the VoLTE services
 IPSec is typically implemented for application layer security for the Small Cell
services
 IPSec is often implemented for application layer security for 3rd Party services

Scanning can be performed against the frequency spectrum for unusual behavior to detect IMSI
catchers
Using digitally-signed data messages between the mobile device and the server to detect faked
messages
End Point Protection/Security (EPP/EPS) integration for botnet and Intrusion
Detection/Prevention Security (IPS/IDS)-like detection and sandboxing of potentially infected
devices/nodes/sensors
Embedded Proxy Gateways with the ability to monitor proprietary Command/Control (C2)
protocol for abnormal functions/sources with ACLs and block them (e.g., Machine-to-Machine
(M2M))
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Additional alternative enhancements for cellular security from the provider’s end include
services, such as:




Tunnel/privatization options:
– IPSec or GRE tunnels for Internet VPN backend connections for encryption of Datain-Transit (DIT)
– Secure IP communications with authentication services and encryption of the IP
packet within the data stream for end to end complete encryption
– Encryption of application data, keys or information for Data-at-Rest (DAR) protection
via Universal Integrated Circuit Card – Secure Element (UICC-SE / SIM) based
– Private connectivity for MPLS (VPN) connections for enterprise cross-connections
– Data isolation via private Access Point Names (APNs)
– Custom firewall options:
 White/black list protocols, e.g., FTP, HTTP, E-Mail
 White/black list IP addresses, e.g., IP address ranges
 Control access, e.g., enable/disable mobile terminate, mobile-to-mobile
capabilities
Business continuity/enhanced redundancy features:
– Data center
 Redundant devices and connection paths
 Backup power, control and switching fabric
 DNS servers and Enterprise Gateway routers configured as redundant pairs
– Geo-redundancy
 Designs to include multiple link redundancy to multiple data centers
 Automatic failover in the event of an outage
 MPLS connectivity options available throughout the connected data centers

Other areas of security revolve around access management and Identity Management Security
(IdM) to include both traditional mobile devices, e.g., phones and tablets, but also to cover the
proliferation of cellular connected Internet of Everything (IoE) devices, e.g., IoT/M2M. The
same network enhancements around protecting the network will be necessary with group, as is
traditional cellular services, but also the stringent requirement for on-boarding or device
authentication will be scrutinized. Advanced techniques and measures for IdM with IoE will be
warranted, including but not limited to forms of two-factor or “multi-factor” authentication.
3.1.3.4 Pros and Cons
Pros:
1. Increased bandwidth thresholds allow increased mobility options.
2. All IP architecture for “enterprise like” services.
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3. Platform for enhancements including LTE-Advanced and 5G networks in the future.
Cons:
1. Spectrum is a finite resource.
2. RF penetration for in-building coverage can cause challenges.
3. Cellular business model is based on consumption rather than bandwidth.

3.1.4 Cost Models (CapEx and OpEx)
Cellular providers offer monthly service plans for voice calls and data sessions and generally
operate a cost-per-subscriber model. Typically the cellular plans have numerical limits based on
minutes for voice calling or Megabytes (MB)/Gigabytes (GB) for data sessions. Most business
plans and family plans aggregate these numerical values into a much larger shared/pooling
plan. The cost of voice minute plans has drastically reduced over the years as the shift has
moved towards data consumption. The average cost per GB of data is around $10 per 1 GB of
data.
Hardware costs vary depending on the source in which equipment is procured and the newest
devices available in the marketplace. Today, cellular carriers work with Value Added
Distributors (VADs) and Value Added Resellers (VARs) to provide certain types of hardware.
Most of this hardware consists of cellular embedded devices from Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs), such as computer companies (e.g., Dell), tablet manufacturer’s (e.g.,
Apple), and routers/gateways (e.g., Cisco). Most cellular providers still offer smartphones and
basic phones at varying prices which are often referred to as Consumer Off-the-Shelf (COTS)
devices.

3.1.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
When transitioning from legacy TDM circuits, the transition of technology can be widespread
depending on the applications being used. Some ideas to consider when making this transition
from dedicated terrestrial circuits to cellular/wireless technologies include:
1. Cellular coverage
2. Dedicated resource and access (terrestrial circuit) versus shared resource (cellular)
3. Data throughput requirements
4. QoS/CoS
5. Packet loss
6. Latency
7. Jitter
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8. Synchronous vs Asynchronous data
Acquisition of these types of service is made relatively simple by cellular carriers. Most cellular
carriers offer web based portal to order new services. With large scale projects acquisitions can
be prolonged through the RFx process as well as testing and pilot programs.
Acquisition and Transition Impacts: To define the type and timing for recovery of outages and
impacts, as well as, to address what can be considered SLA’s for signal issues or dropped
connections due to handoff failures for example, to adjacent cell towers during periods of
congestion, it should be documented the differences and terminology between wireline vs.
cellular technologies. Cellular metrics for the industry are mapped primarily to ‘coverage areas’
and not to specific connection failures. That said, the industry has established baselines for
uptime for cellular services which are detailed in the table below the following details regarding
outage & repairs:




In the cellular network format, recovery time (or estimated time of repair (ETR), also
known as - recovery time objective (RTO) is closely related to ‘availability’; that is the
total time required for full recovery from an outage. Another metric is mean time to
recovery (MTTR). And in normal Cellular connectivity terms regarding either dropped
calls, slow data response or failure to connect to a node due to congestion or a
complete failure for services for either data or voice, the industry stance in terms of
tracking these is to normally increase coverage capacity in the areas of repeated /
reported disconnects, dropped calls or unable to connect issues.
A service level agreement ("SLA") which formalizes availability objectives and
requirements are typically only provided in a base general standpoint within the
cellular community but are derived from past metrics and are in place within the
FedGov space today. Most of those range from 97.5>99.9% depending on the
region / coverage areas in question which can vary depending on the locales in
question (ex. major metropolis vs. remote non-populated areas).

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_availability

3.2

FUTURE STATE

3.2.1 Short Term Technologies (2017-2025)
The next generation of wireless is already in development with LTE Advanced Release 10 (R10)
moving through release 11 and 12. LTE Advanced is a natural upgrade path for LTE in which the
release updates build a foundation of new attributes and findings that make LTE more
advanced than previous iterations. LTE advancements will help progress the capabilities of real
world mobile networks to achieve the LTE theoretical limits of 1+Gbps data speeds. Within LTE
Advanced, three new concepts are being pursued: Carrier Aggregation (CA), multi-antenna
techniques, and relay node support.
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Carrier Aggregation: Within cellular spectrum, an amount of bandwidth has been allocated for
each operating frequency that has been awarded by the FCC or obtained through acquisitions
and mergers. This bandwidth can range from 1.4 MHz to 20MHz for both Downlink (DL) and
Uplink (UL). Each bandwidth used for carrier aggregation is referred to a Component Carrier
(CC). As LTE Advanced progresses, carrier aggregation allows for these bandwidths within
different frequencies to be grouped together for a maximum bandwidth of up to 100 MHz using
up to 5 total CC’s (20 MHz maximum bandwidth x 5 CCs = 100 MHz). Initially, LTE release 10
introduces the first stages of CA; this will provide a maximum of 2 CCs for DL and 1 CC for UL.
Release 11 will offer 2 CCs for both DL and UL.
Carrier Aggregation (CA) can be used in both intraband contiguous/noncontiguous bandwidths
as well as interband noncontiguous bandwidths:

Figure 3-6. Carrier Aggregation

Source: http://www.3gpp.org/technologies/keywords-acronyms/97-lte-advanced

CA will allow a cellular device to only take advantage of the operating frequencies from which it
can obtain coverage—much like how a mobile phone works today:
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Figure 3-7. User Equipment (UE) Frequency Use with Carrier Aggregation

Source: http://www.3gpp.org/technologies/keywords-acronyms/97-lte-advanced

Multi Input/Multi Output Antennas: If CA helps increase the capacity of a mobile network by
increasing the allotted bandwidth available for end users, then spatial antenna multiplexing will
help increase the bit rate for the end users. Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) is composed of
two or more transmission antennas and two or more receiving antennas using the same data
stream resources over both time and frequency. As a result, MIMO is best when the Signal to
Noise ratio (S/N) of the transmitting eNodeB is high (good). When the S/N is low (bad), then
transmitter antenna diversity is better suited. (Wannstrom, 2013)
In LTE Advanced Release 13, dubbed, “LTE-Advanced Pro,” the introduction of new foundation
blocks are being built upon that will carry cellular technology to 2025 and presumably into 5G.
Major advances achieved with the completion of LTE R13 include:








Machine-Type Communications (MTC) enhancements
Public Safety feature enhancements:
– Device-to-Device (D2D)
– Proximity Services (ProSe)
Carrier enhancements
LTE-Unlicensed (interworking with Wi-Fi)
Single cell to multi-point
Decreased latency

Source: http://www.3gpp.org/news-events/3gpp-news/1745-lte-advanced_pro
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3.2.2 Long Term Technologies (2025+)
The top consideration for future deployments in the cellular landscape through 2025 and
beyond will be the evolution of 5G (or the 5th Generation Mobile Network). Today
consortium’s of major stake holders in the cellular industry are working on advancing 5G
technologies as well as developing the guidelines for 5G. While 5G is a future enhancement for
cellular carriers, 4G has many evolutions remaining for the immediate future.
As a result, 4G will continue to be used well past 2020 and into the next decade. Commercially,
5G as a new network standard will require not just uplift enhancements to the current network
topology, but rather entire fork-lift upgrades by the carriers. This will take place in the form of
new build-outs and provisions that will take time to complete much like the path from 3G to 4G
is still evolving.

3.2.3 Key Attributes and Issues
Some key 5G attributes would include things such as:







Increased data rates of 10Mbps should be supported for tens of thousands of users
1 Gigabit (GB) per second to be offered simultaneously to many workers on the same
office floor
Several hundreds of thousands of simultaneous connections to be supported for
massive sensor deployments. Spectral efficiency should be significantly enhanced
compared to 4G
Coverage should be improved as will signaling efficiency should be enhanced
Latency should be reduced significantly compared to LTE

Each carrier will be required to assess and determine the right solution and timing for their
deployment of each of these technology roadmaps, however, in the form of 5G the responsible
consortium group ‘Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance’, who is charged in determining
and detailing the framework for the industry to operate under will not be made available until
at least 2020. Leaving the question and potential gap of the carriers and OEM vendors to decide
whether to deploy ‘interim’ versions of 5G out into the market in the meantime. In these
circumstances, once the 5G consortium does indeed issue their official framework release,
those carriers/vendors will be responsible for adherence and any upgrades/augmentations
necessary to bring their portfolio and network into scope after the fact. Although it is important
to note that this model of operation has precedence not only in cellular mobile but also Wi-Fi or
wireless areas.
3.2.3.1 Technical and Regulatory
Technical and Regulatory information is still to be determined as the standards for this future
technology are being evaluated.
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3.2.3.2 Applicability and Availability/Coverage
At this time there is no availability or coverage for 5G technology within the United States.
Different consortiums and innovation groups are working to develop the standards and
establish test areas for 5G before 2020. The coverage and availability would presumably follow
the 4G rollout model which focused on top US Cities as starting points and then to expand
outward.
3.2.3.3 Security
As provided and referenced before, 3GPP offers enhanced security in the LTE space for cellular
connections, which will be leaned on for these further evolved cellular deployments that
include:







Secure Storage: Device with credentials and secret data for secure access of the
network
Mutual Authentication: In LTE, both the device and the network authenticate each
other
Root Key Length: Key length can assist in securing the user plane and signaling
information
Security Context: Keys to encrypt signaling and subscriber data created for each session
Integrity Protection: Additional algorithm to check the integrity of data translated
Encryption: Signaling and subscriber data encryption

Another aspect is the IEEE 802.11u-2011 is an amendment to the IEEE 802.11-2007 standard to
add features that improve interworking with external networks.
802.11 is a family of IEEE technical standards for mobile communication devices such as laptop
computers or multi-mode phones to join a wireless local area network (WLAN) widely used in
the home, public hotspots and commercial establishments.
Network discovery and selection:






Provides for the discovery of suitable networks (pre-association) through the
advertisement of access network type {private network, free public network, and for-fee
public network}, roaming consortium, and venue information.
Generic Advertisement Service (GAS), which provides for Layer 2 transport of an
advertisement protocol’s frames between a mobile device and a server in the network
prior to authentication. The access point is responsible for the relay of a mobile device’s
query to a server in the carrier’s network and for delivering the server’s response back
to the mobile.
Provides Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP), which is a query and response
protocol used by a mobile device to discover a range of information, including the
hotspot operator’s domain name (a globally unique, machine searchable data element);
roaming partners accessible via the hotspot along with their credential type and EAP
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method supported for authentication; IP address type availability (for example, IPv4,
IPv6); and other metadata useful in a mobile device’s network selection process.
QoS map distribution, this provides a mapping between the IP’s differentiated
services code point (DSCP) to over-the-air Layer 2 priority on a per-device basis,
facilitating end-to-end QoS

3.2.3.4 Pros and Cons
The top Pros of 5G include: faster data throughput for end user devices, the ability for the
network to support more users at a given time, decreased latency, lower of cost of ownership
for carriers, more intelligent networks working in conjunction with other types of services such
as Wi-Fi to increase capabilities. The cons are yet to be determined but at the early onset would
revolve around the obvious lack of deployment timetables or ubiquitous coverage from the
major carriers or the OEM ecosystem and the likely prolonged deployment roadmap well into
the 2020’s.

3.2.4 Rough Orders of Magnitude (ROM) Pricing
The assumption by the team would be that pricing would scale with inflation and other key
indicators that dictate commercial and business pricing models that have already existed
through the evolution of cellular deployment including 2G, 3G and 4G technologies.
Competitive landscape and adoption rate and the value seen in the enhanced service will likely
also dictate the pricing model along the 5G lifecycle with pricing initially being higher than that
of its predecessor that will be available at the same time (e.g. LTE>release 14) but decreasing as
it becomes commoditized and competition and deployment of it becomes more ‘ubiquitous’
along its this deployment lifecycle, including vendor OEM providers for the mobile platforms
and other tangible devices attached to the technology components.

3.2.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
As mentioned above, 5G being a new technology and architecture will require an overhaul to
existing cellular wireless carrier’s networks. Considering the previous time and both capital and
expense dollars associated with previous 3G and 4G funding that was required to deploy /
augment their previous versions of the network deployments; the expectation will be to see the
5G overhaul take place much in the same manner as those for 3G to 4G. And when transitioning
from the 3GPP based technologies, impacts can be widespread depending on the applications
being used. Some ideas to consider with transitioning from dedicated circuits to wireless are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cellular Coverage
Dedicated access vs shared resource
Data throughput requirements
Packet loss
Latency
Jitter
QoS/CoS
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8. Synchronous vs Asynchronous data

Acquisition of these types of services is rather easy today under 3GPP / 4G technologies. Most
cellular carriers offering web based portals to order new services and this would be anticipated
to be followed and repeated under 5G. In large scale projects acquisitions can be prolonged
through the RFx process as well as testing and piloting a program.

4.

MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGIES

This section addresses fixed microwave technologies that are applicable to the FAA NAS
mission.

4.1

CURRENT STATE

4.1.1 Industry Leaders and Providers
The fixed microwave market has been highly competitive over the recent decades, marked with
corporate buyouts, divestitures and consolidation. Historical trends indicate that this market
will remain competitive with respect to product availability and vendor diversity. The larger
players in the field currently include the following (alphabetically):
 Aviat (includes legacy Farinon, Harris, Harris-Stratex)
 Alcatel-Lucent (includes legacy Bell Labs, AT&T, Western Electric)
 Ceragon
 Exalt
 Microwave Networks (includes legacy Motorola)
 Moseley
 NEC
 Trango
 4RF

4.1.2 Deployed Network
Current market applications for this technology include the following:



Backhaul for Wireless Network Providers
Telco backbone supporting challenging geographical areas (rural, mountainous,
international)
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Facility and Intra-Campus Last Mile Access
– Private/Dedicated Networks
– FAA (LDRCL/RCL) and other Federal Agencies
– Public Safety/Local and State Governments
– Railroads
– Utilities

Fixed microwave technology is applied to the FTI mission using several market methods as
follows:




Provided directly by the FTI Contractor - Typically backhaul products installed on FAA
premises. Largely used to provide physical diverse access.
Provided by a LEC - Typically short haul products installed on FAA premises by a LEC for
access, whether primary or diverse access.
Provided by telco service providers indirectly within the cloud - Fixed microwave
products are used by telco/network service providers that enable the ubiquitous
telecommunications cloud

Figure 4-1. Applications of Fixed Microwave

Source: Original work, photos taken by Harris
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4.1.3 Key Attributes and Issues
Fixed microwave provides a point to point connection between two facilities/locations. As such,
the key FTI end-user service attributes of microwave access are highly similar to that of copper
or fiber. Latency, availability, capacity and security are comparable to dedicated copper or fiber
access services (as applied to FTI services).
Fixed microwave generally requires LOS between the facilities of interest; therefore, the
application of microwave at any given facility is constrained by the local geography, the local
terrain features, and the availability of adequate infrastructure for antenna mounting.
Fixed microwave links are available in a range of frequency bands. The higher frequency bands
provide higher data rates/bandwidths with smaller, easier to install antenna equipment;
however, the higher frequencies have limited range and are more susceptible to
environmentally induced outages (rain fade). The table below provides a general summary of
typically used fixed microwave frequency bands, applications, and payload capacity/data rates
at the maximum path lengths (all values nominal).
Frequency Band

Typical Application

Typical Data Rates

900 MHz

Remote Site Access

< 1Mbps

5-8 GHz

Telco Backhaul

50 Mbps

11-18 GHz

Telco Backhaul

100 Mbps

20-40 GHz

Cloud Edge/Campus Shorthaul

100+ Mbps

50+ GHz

Cloud Edge/Campus Shorthaul

1+ Gbps

4.1.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
Fixed microwave transmissions are regulated by the FCC/NTIA. The technical aspects regulated
are comprehensive and include parameters such as frequency, bandwidth, power, antenna
sizes, locations/directions, and the like. The comprehensive regulation of fixed microwave
transmissions is driven by the federal need to coordinate the shared, competitive/fair, and
public use of the limited spectrum within any given geographic area. This includes interference
mitigation. Authorization to transmit should be obtained from the FCC/NTIA using established
programmatic processes.
Any regulatory process, over time, can have an impact on technology advancements. Fixed
microwave product enhancements are constrained by the RF transmission limitations set forth
in the FCC/NTIA rules. Over the years, today’s radios have nearly reached the theoretical
payload capacity limitations while operating within the regulated constraints. As a result, the
major radio and antenna vendors have comparable RF transmission capabilities. Discriminators
between product/vendor offerings have turned to other product features such as security,
installation footprint, integrated networking features, ease of operation and use, installation
and support services, and, of course, price.
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4.1.3.2 Availability/Coverage and Scalability
Fixed point-to-point microwave is deployed across the entire NAS. Case-by-case application of
fixed microwave within the NAS is generally a function of the availability of lower-cost options.
The local terrain and existence of appropriate infrastructure for antenna installation is a
significant cost factor. Non-CONUS NAS locations tend to have a higher application of fixed
microwave as the broader telco infrastructure more closely resembles that of the international
market.
Fixed microwave services should be designed for scalability from the onset in order to be
capable of cost-effective future capacity increases. In general, moderate capacity increases
(measured in percentages) can be handled using existing radio equipment at minor expense.
Minor changes to FCC/NTIA assignments, payload licenses, and the like allow moderate
capacity upgrades to an existing service capacity. More significant capacity changes (measured
in multiplying factors) require more expensive modifications to include major reassignment by
FCC/NTIA, antenna replacements, and perhaps transmitter or radio replacements.
4.1.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, etc.)
Being a dedicated access link, fixed microwave has excellent performance with respect to
security, latency, capacity, SLAs, and the ability to provide physical diverse access. There are no
operational ATC constraints to the use of fixed microwave within the NAS.
Fixed microwave paths are typically designed to 5-9’s availability. Use of 1+1 redundancy with
automatic switchover and remote monitoring yields a highly reliable access method that is wellaccepted within NAS operations.
Fixed microwave radios are available with security features similar to other network
equipment. Secure operations, secure management, and payload encryption are available
features. FIPS 140-2 Level 2 NIST Validation is an emerging product discriminator within the
product market.
4.1.3.4 Pros and Cons
Pros




Excellent NAS operational performance with respect to security, latency, capacity, and
SLAs.
Ability to provide physical diverse access to critical remote sites.
Cost competitive as compared to other diverse access alternatives in remote/nonmetro areas.

Cons



Dedicated access yields high cost per end user facility. Nominally not cost competitive
for primary access at most NAS facilities.
Limited by local geography, terrain, and infrastructure.
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Not a commodity service procurement/installation. Requires professional design,
planning, and installation for long-term reliable service. Lead times can be six
months or more depending upon the facility/infrastructure complexities.

Figure 4-2. Infrastructure and Geography are Limiting Factors to Application of Fixed Microwave

Source: Original work, photos taken by Harris

4.1.4 Cost Models (CapEx and OpEx)
Both CapEx and OpEx can vary widely for fixed microwave services. Case-by-case cost variables
are significant and have major influence on the application of a fixed microwave solution. While
radio equipment cost variables tend be measured in percentages, supporting infrastructure and
installation costs can extend into multiplying cost factors. Various factors that affect fixed
microwave service costs are summarized in Figure 3.1.4-1 and discussed in the subparagraphs
below. Cost metrics are general and approximate.

Figure 4-3. Fixed Microwave Costs

Source: Original work, charts created by Harris for this WP
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4.1.4.1.1
Radio Equipment Cost Variables
Radio equipment costs will vary by the feature set as described below.










Redundancy: Nominally double the equipment price, but often used in order to meet
repair time SLAs for remote sites.
Payload Licenses: Nominally 10% surcharge for the higher end payloads within any
given licensed band/bandwidth. Typically not needed for FAA remote site applications.
Security/Encryption: Nominally 20+% surcharge for licenses/features that enable
secure management, payload encryption, and FIPS 140-2 Certification.
Interfaces: Nominally 10% - 20% surcharge for additional interface types. Standard
offerings vary by vendor. All standards supported to include 10/100BT, GigE, Carrier
Ethernet, all fiber standards, TDM T1/E1 interfaces. Analog interfaces options are
becoming unavailable.
Integrated Network Products: Costs and features vary widely. Routing protocols,
IP/MPLS, firewalls, IPv4/IPv6, etc., are marketed as vendor product discriminators.
Enterprise Management/Monitoring Software: An investment to consider when more
than a handful of radios should be managed or when monitoring via low bandwidth
circuits.
Antenna Size/Performance: perhaps considered a facility variable, larger antenna
sizes and/or “High Performance” antennas improve link availability at reasonable
price points. High performance antennas are typically used in spectrum congested
areas. Typically used only when needed.

4.1.4.1.2
Infrastructure and Installation Cost Variables
Supporting infrastructure and installation costs will exceed that of the radio equipment;
however, shared use of existing infrastructure assets allows fixed microwave costs to be
competitive with other technology options on a case-by-case basis.






Professional Engineering Services: costs to plan and evaluate a microwave link can be
half the cost of the radio equipment price. These professional services include
microwave path engineering, PE structural evaluation of planned antenna
mounting/tower assets, and associated licensing/permitting.
Site Installation: Disregarding any required facility upgrades, the costs to contract the
installation of the antennas, waveguide, racks, cabling, etc., meeting applicable building,
electrical, and lightning protection standards is nominally equivalent to the cost of the
radio equipment.
Tower Infrastructure: In today’s market, a facility/tower used for the sole/dedicated
purpose of providing a microwave network/circuit is generally cost prohibitive. Towers
should be used in a collocation (multi-use) manner to be economically viable. Shorthaul/campus applications can often use nominal building infrastructure; therefore, this
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product application has shown the greatest recent growth in the fixed microwave
market.
Monitoring and Repair Services: Support of customer premise equipment is
generally comparable to similar services for other technologies. Equipment failure
rates and spares costs are comparable to other technologies. Scheduled
maintenance of antenna systems is infrequent and is analogous to infrastructure
issues within other technologies.

4.1.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
Contractual provisions are needed to ensure a cost-effective and non-impacting transition of
existing FTI fixed microwave assets to a new FTI-2 contractor. Such a transition should consider
existing microwave equipment (including spares), transmission assignments/licenses, leased
facilities, and supporting technical documentation. The services and monitoring should also be
transitioned to the new network provider.

4.2

FUTURE STATE

4.2.1 Short Term Technologies (2017-2025)
Regulatory, terrain/geography, and infrastructure factors are expected to curtail fixed
microwave long-haul applications. Link distances are not expected to be an area of substantive
technical growth, nor are payload capacities within a given frequency band. Already underway
is the regulatory trend to remove the use of fixed microwave in lower frequency bands. The
purpose of this FCC/NTIA effort is to accommodate the spectrum demands of other wireless
technologies that serve a broader public use (e.g., 5G LTE).
The FTI mission is expected to continue to rely on the use of fixed microwave bands below 10
GHz in order to serve remote sites located in sparse telco geographies. Fixed microwave in the
5 - 8 GHz bands are expected to meet FTI needs for fixed microwave paths exceeding 10 miles
for the foreseeable future.
Short haul links installed by network providers to push the wireless network edge to consumer
doorsteps is an area of foreseeable fixed microwave growth. The rollout of microcells and
picocells at the wireless network edge will be supported by short-haul microwave backhaul.
Zero footprint microwave installations are also a trend that reduces infrastructure demands.
These emerging short haul applications will push the fixed microwave technology into higher
and higher frequencies (including light), enabling huge bandwidths and data rates (at limited
distances). As such, fixed microwave technologies will support the FTI mission indirectly
through the LEC/service provider infrastructure.

4.2.2 Long Term Technologies (2025+)
Long term trends would be expected to continue the trajectories of the short term trends.
Technological advancements would be expected at the higher frequencies. The need for high
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capacity short haul links supporting microcells and picocells at the wireless network edge would
drive market enhancements. Innovative and lower cost tower infrastructure solutions would be
expected in response to market pressures.

4.2.3 Key Attributes and Issues
As with the rest of the telecommunications industry, the ability to obtain microwave products
with native TDM capabilities is becoming rapidly scarce. IP-only radios are prevalent. Hybrid
TDM/IP radios remain available, but their horizon is certainly in sight. The fixed microwave
industry, perhaps due to the required infrastructure investments, has traditionally retained
legacy interfaces/features for a period of time longer than the broader telecommunications
market.
4.2.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
Fixed microwave will likely continue to be pushed into higher frequencies as the broader
wireless industry’s need for lower frequency spectrum is expected to continue. Traditionally,
regulatory changes have reserved limited bandwidth for legacy applications; however, product
availability in the face of a narrowing market becomes a long-term risk.
4.2.3.2 Availability/Coverage and Scalability
The ability to deploy a fixed microwave solution will continue to be largely dependent on the
case-specific local terrain, geography and available infrastructure.
4.2.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, etc.)
Security features are an ever increasing product discriminator within the fixed microwave
market. As with other network features, security features initially found within core network
devices will migrate to the fixed microwave products.
4.2.3.4 Pros and Cons
No substantive change is expected from existing Pros and Cons. The radius of the earth, and the
mountains and bodies of water on its surface, will forever be a constraining factor in the
application of fixed microwave. The ever-increasing availability of lower-cost alternatives in
rural areas indicate a downward trend of the use of fixed microwave for NAS site access.

4.2.4 Cost Models
The costs of fixed microwave are expected to continue to be dominated by installation and
related infrastructure costs.

4.2.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
The existing impacts would be expected to continue (see 4.1.5).
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5.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGIES

5.1

CURRENT STATE

According to Satellite Industry Association’s (SIA) most recent annual report issued in
September 2015, Satellite Communications (SATCOM) was a $203B industry worldwide with
$181.2B of it in Satellite Services and Ground Equipment. SIA

Figure 5-1. Worldwide Satellite Industry Market (SIA 2015 Report)

Figure 5-2. Worldwide Satellite Industry Growth (SIA 2015 Report)

Source for both figures: http://www.sia.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Mktg15-SSIR-2015-FINALCompressed.pdf
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Applicable segments to FAA and its FTI-2 requirements are the two largest components of the
market, namely:
1. Satellite Services representing $122.9B in 2014 worldwide revenues:
2. Consumer Services ($90.9B)


3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Satellite Television
 Satellite Radio
 Satellite Broadband
Fixed Satellite Services ($17.1B)
 Transponder Agreements
 Managed Network Services
Mobile Satellite Services ($3.3B)
 Mobile Data
 Mobile Voice
Earth Observation Services ($1.6B)
Ground Equipment representing $58.3B in 2014 worldwide revenues:
Network Equipment ($9.3B)
 Gateways
 Control stations
 Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs)
Consumer Equipment ($49B)
 Satellite TV dishes
 Satellite radio equipment
 Satellite broadband dishes
 Satellite phones and mobile satellite terminals
 Satellite navigation stand-alone hardware

Therefore this section is focused on those SATCOM providers who offer the above underlined
items namely Satellite Broadband and Managed Network Services plus Gateways and VSATs.
We believe these specific offerings and experiences will enable the SATCOM provider to meet
and exceed FAA’s remote site NAS network connectivity requirements.

5.1.1 Industry Leaders and Providers
The US SATCOM market has a number of players ranging from small Virtual Network Operators
(VNO’s), to large Systems Integrators (SI’s), to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), and
Service Providers (SP) defined as follows:
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VNO, typically a small value added reseller who purchases shared hub services from
another SP and delivers an end-to-end solution to its customer. Selected VSAT
platform will be dictated by the SP and its hub technology. VNO’s typically leverage
other providers for installation and field maintenance of the VSAT’s. VNO’s typically
target small-medium enterprises (SME) both in the private and public sectors.



SI, typically a large organization which purchases either shared hub services from a
SP much like a VNO, or a dedicated hub and associated VSATs from the OEM to
deliver and end-to-end solution. For a dedicated hub, the SI will secure its own
satellite capacity for service delivery. SI’s typically leverage other providers for
installation and field maintenance of the VSAT’s. VNO’s typically target large
enterprises (LE) both in the private and public sectors.



OEM, designs and manufactures the SATCOM equipment only, and is not in the
service delivery business. The equipment can range from the VSAT only to VSAT and
Gateways/hub’s. OEM’s do not target the end user entities but rather VNO’s, SI’s
and SP’s.



SP, typically a large entity providing end-to-end solutions and services to its
customer base. This includes design and manufacturing of all of its VSAT equipment
along with installation and maintenance, comprehensive set of Broadband IP and
customer care services. SP’s typically target any of the following market segments:
Consumer, SME, and LE where the last two can be in private and/or public sectors .

While Figure 5.3 provides a sampling of some of the current SATCOM providers in the US, Table
5-1 provides a categorization of the key FTI-2 applicable providers.

Figure 5-3. Some of the US SATCOM Providers.

Source: http://www.sia.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Mktg15-SSIR-2015-FINAL-Compressed.pdf
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Table 5-1. Some of the US SATCOM Providers’ Classifications.
Provider
VNO
SI
OEM

No

SP

1

Artel

X

2

Comtech

3

DRS

X

4

Harris

X

5

HUGHES

6

IGEN

7

iGT (iDirect)

X

8

Spacenet

X

X

9

ViaSat

X

X

X

X

X

X

Source: Original work for the WP and based on industry knowledge and http://www.sia.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/Mktg15-SSIR-2015-FINAL-Compressed.pdf &
http://europe.hughes.com/resources/the-comsys-vsat-report

OEM’s focus only on design and manufacturing of SATCOM equipment, while SP’s do the same,
but with the added emphasis on price performance and reliability as they view the hardware as
the means to the end which is the service revenue. For example, HUGHES being the largest SP
in the world and with over 1.3M active SATCOM sites in the US alone, needs to have a highly
reliable and high performance SATCOM Platform (Gateways, hubs, and VSAT) in order to:





Minimize its customer retention cost by providing a highly reliable service and thereby
maintaining customers for long periods,
Minimize its two large operating cost items which are satellite capacity by offering more
services through the same give capacity, and help desk support by minimizing the need
for customers to call its call centers, and
Maximize transmission throughput throughout its networks resulting in highest
customer satisfaction by offering the best value and price performance .

One of the most comprehensive SATCOM Industry reports is offered by COMSYS out of the
United Kingdom. Their latest annual report, the 13th edition issued in 2014 provided a view of
the key players in the Global Enterprise VSAT market through the end of 2012. Figure 5-4,
Figure 5-5, provide a summary of their reported findings.
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Figure 5-4. Total Number of VSAT’s Shipped Globally

Source: http://europe.hughes.com/resources/the-comsys-vsat-report

Figure 5-5. Enterprise VSAT Shipments, World Market Share 2011 and 2012
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Figure 5-6. Shared VS Dedicated Enterprise Hub Market Share

Source for both figures: http://europe.hughes.com/resources/the-comsys-vsat-report

5.1.1.1 HUGHES (NASDAQ: SATS)
Hughes Network Systems, LLC (Hughes) is a wholly owned subsidiary of EchoStar Corporation
with more than 1,500 employees, is a global leader in Satellite Communications. Hughes was
founded more than 30 years ago and was originally a satellite communication technology and
service provider. Hughes invented the VSAT (very small aperture terminal) in 1985 and
launched the satellite networks industry with the first system sale to Wal-Mart. Since that time
it has continually invested in the design and development of innovative satellite networking
products and services, consistently maintaining its global market share leadership. Hughes has
shipped more than 4 million systems to customers in over 100 countries. It maintained its
market leadership and innovation by launching SPACEWAY 3 satellite, the first fast packet
router in the sky.
Hughes grew substantially globally and established a very large managed service customer base
in North America serving corporations’ large-scale, geographically dispersed business-critical
network requirements. Markets Hughes served then and serves now include retail petroleum,
retail, financial, media and other markets (e.g., government). In the mid-2000’s, as broadband
services began to be considered acceptable WAN transport to carry business-critical traffic,
Hughes adopted broadband transport into their portfolio of services. This evolution continued
and continues today.
Hughes is an international company and maintains wholly owned operating companies in
Europe, Brazil, and India and has partnerships in Asia. The European operation provides
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managed broadband services throughout the UK and Western and Eastern Europe. The services
include a variety of wireline and wireless services on a per customer basis. There are multiple
multinational deployments currently in operation in Europe. The European operation also
serves the Middle East and Africa.
5.1.1.2 ViaSat (NASDAQ: VSAT)
As a global broadband services and technology company, they are connecting international
communities to the Internet by offering residential Internet service; enabling passengers and
operations crews to stream high-bandwidth media, applications, and content when traveling
globally on commercial, business or government aircraft and maritime vessels; and employing
international warfighters on the frontlines of battle with real-time, secure Internet-based
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance for high requirement missions. They deliver and
protect information – when and where it is needed most – with their trusted communications
ground systems, infrastructure, and services.
They employ more than 3,700 global team members dedicated to do what others in the
industry view as impossible. They imagined and launched the world’s highest-capacity
communications satellite and continue to set the standard in developing technologies that
address global broadband challenges and ensure a better way for consumers, businesses,
governments, and military personnel to stay connected.
While they provide Consumer and Small Business Internet services, traditional Enterprise
Networking has not been an area of focus for ViaSat. Another area of focus for ViaSat has been
the airborne SATCOM both in the Commercial and Government sectors.
5.1.1.3 iDirect
VT iDirect is a global leader in IP-based satellite communications. They provide technology and
solutions to enable their service provider and satellite operator partners to optimize their
networks, differentiate their services and profitably expand their business. Their primary
customers are the VNO’s, SI’s, and government agencies/departments with special focus on
DoD. For more than 20 years, the VT iDirect organization has focused on meeting the economic
and technology challenges across the satellite industry. Today, the product portfolio, branded
under the name iDirect, sets new standards in performance and efficiency, making it possible to
deliver voice, video and data connectivity anywhere in the world.
VT iDirect’s parent company, Vision Technologies Systems, Inc. (VT Systems) and its subsidiaries
are providers of engineering solutions, products and integrated systems and services. VT
Systems is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Singapore Technologies Engineering Ltd (ST
Engineering). As part of the larger ST Engineering family, their combined synergies enable
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expansive technology capabilities, leadership across multiple vertical industries, and broad
access to global resources for VT iDirect’s network of more than 350 partners.
iDirect Government is a wholly owned subsidiary of VT iDirect, formed in 2007 to better serve
the US government and defense communities.
5.1.1.4 Spacenet
Spacenet which was part of Gilat was acquired by SageNet in December of 2013. Based on
public information, it seems Spacenet will become more of a VNO that technology/OEM
provider. SageNet's Spacenet Satellite Services™ are designed to address the unique
applications and operating environments of our clients. They deliver a complete portfolio of
high-performance networking services, employing the latest in satellite (Ka-band, Ku-band or
BGAN), wireline, and wireless technologies. Wide area networking solutions are available as
either a custom developed private network and our pre-packaged commercial-grade Spacenet
Satellite Services™.
Spacenet-Ku is their line of commercial-grade pre-packaged VSAT services, optimized for the
best performance for mission-critical application environments. Spacenet-Ku services include
some of the best SLAs in satellite communications, including the industry’s only “Minimum
Assured Speed” guarantee, as well as 24 x 7 customer support and professional-grade
installation and maintenance options. All Spacenet-Ku services are based on the Gilat SkyEdge®
II family of satellite communication products.

5.1.2 Deployed Network
Enterprise SATCOM networks are widely deployed around the world both in the Commercial
and Government markets. In this section we’re focusing on the US market as listed below:
Commercial Enterprise







Oil and Gas industry at the retail, exploration, and pipeline/distribution segments.
Enterprise VSAT has been a key networking component of this market and easily verified
by looking at the roof tops of any gas station regardless of their brands. Individual
networks in this segment can range from a few hundred to more than 10,000 sites.
Lodging and Food industries, inclusive of typical hotel chains and fast/quick serve
restaurants ranging anywhere from few hundred to several thousands of sites.
Retail and Entertainment industries including retailers such as Costco, Rite Aid, CVS,
Safeway, and Regal Cinemedia. Networks in this space typically range from a couple of
thousands to one particular company with over 100,000 sites in their network.
Financial market with clients such as Visa maintaining a global enterprise VSAT network.
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Cellular and Utilities markets whereby VSAT plays a significant role in the backhaul
of the cellular traffic and/or providing networking solution to interconnect the
power stations and towers.

While these networks carry different set of traffic from FAA’s NAS network, they are integral to
each enterprise’s operations and profitability and as such require stringent uptime and security
performances. Due to competitive nature of the SATCOM industry, providers typically do not
publicize the size and nature of any of their customers, however they will most probably share
such information with the FAA under NDA and as part of their proposals.
Government Enterprises – FAA itself is one such entity with its own ASTI network in Alaska and
others include the likes of Air Force (AF), Environmental Protection Agency, Department of
Interior, Department of Veterans Administration (VA), and the Coast Guard. There are
numerous other agencies and departments utilizing VSAT as either primary or back up for their
enterprise networks. Here again, due to competitive nature of the SATCOM industry, providers
typically do not publicize the size and nature of any of their customers, however they will most
probably share such information with the FAA under NDA and as part of their proposals.

5.1.3 Key Attributes and Issues
5.1.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
The time to implement a satellite backhaul connection is quite short regardless of the
technology chosen. Once the satellite station is installed, the service can begin immediately.
Also, satellite offers a significantly lower capex versus the cost of establishing (installing) and
maintaining a terrestrial backhaul system using fiber or microwave (with multiple hops) to hardto-reach rural areas.





TDMA vs. SCPC – There are two main satellite backhaul access techniques—TDM/TDMA
and Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC).
TDM/TDMA – Outroutes employ a statistical multiplexing scheme compliant with DVBS2 for sharing information among multiple remotes on the outroute, while inroutes use
a demand-assigned, multi-frequency TDMA approach to allow remotes to transmit to
the hub.
SCPC – using dedicated frequencies to transmit and receive information to a single
user.

With TDM/TDMA, remote stations share the same satellite capacity for their traffic and the
capacity is dynamically assigned as needed to each station in the network. In a dispersed multisite network, busy hour traffic occurs at different times at different site locations. This is very
suitable for dynamic sharing of the same satellite capacity, a key attribute of a TDM/TDMA
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system. Basically, a TDM/TDMA system will switch traffic to different sites as needed on a per
packet basis. The network can be sized to support the peak load of the aggregate network
which could be substantially less than the sum of the peak loads at each station.
In SCPC solutions the capacity is allocated or variable on a per site basis. This allocation method
is well suited to applications that have a relatively constant throughput requirement.
Applications that have very inconsistent throughput will require full time capacity to support
the peak traffic bursts from each station. This can result in inefficient use of satellite capacity.
Figure 5.7 below shows that when multiple stations need to be backhauled with high
bandwidth capacity required per site and the distance to the core is less than 40 miles, fiber
and microwave, when available, will be preferred from a technical and economic choice.
Beyond this distance, when microwave repeaters are required and sometimes impossible to
implement and fiber is not economically viable, TDM/TDMA satellite systems become the
preferred choice. In addition, TDM/ TDMA systems are the most cost-effective solution for
dynamic traffic sharing of space segment among multiple sites. See the example of bandwidth
sizing below. When relatively high traffic needs to be shared among multiple sites, TDM/TDMA
becomes the preferred solution. SCPC can be the appropriate solution for few point-to-point
links with high and constant traffic requirement per link. While some vendors have recently
introduced a TDM/SCPC system on the same platform, it should be noted that those systems
require reservation of bandwidth resources to be used for switchover to SCPC in the inbound
and hence, this approach is not technically efficient and is more expensive to operate.

Figure 5-7. Backhaul Solutions

Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/hughes-radio-access-networksatellite-backhaul-solution?locale=en

TDMA solutions are highly bandwidth efficient and support several features specifically suited
for backhaul application and they are:


Outbound
– DVB-S2 – the world’s most successful satellite air interface, approved by TIA, ETSI,
and ITU.
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Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) – allows the system to dynamically vary the
modulation and coding of the forward channel for each transmission leading to
more robust system and 30% bandwidth gain over DVB-S system.
– Generic Stream Encapsulation (GSE) – Some implementations of GSE reduce
encapsulation overhead and provide improvement in bandwidth efficiency of ~4 to
14 percent (depending on the distribution of user IP packet sizes).
– Real-time traffic support – reduce the latency and jitter in the outroute by not
queuing real-time traffic.
Inbound
– Adaptive Coding – similar to ACM on the forward channel, adaptive coding on the
return channel enables a remote terminal to dynamically adjust its transmissions to
handle fade conditions by selecting the most efficient coding rate that enables the
transmission to be received and leads to 20 percent increased throughput as extra
rain margin is not configured.
– Real-time traffic support – ensures that data packets are transmitted at the earliest
possible opportunity and thus reduces the Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
latency in the inroute.
Other benefits
– Very low Latency RTT ~600ms and Jitter ~20ms one way for efficient delivery of real
time sensitive traffic such as voice and video
– Simple and economical network expansion
 Add more channels without any remote hardware change
 Remote equipment competitively priced
 No upgrade required to the Gateway
– End-to-end network management and support SNMP for higher network
management connectivity.
– Overall lower total cost of ownership
–





TDM/TDMA Standards – The return channel of any TDM/TDMA system is based on either a
proprietary standard or open standard. DVB-RCS and IPoS are both well-established standards.
There are currently over 1 million IPoS terminals in operation and it is the most widely used
standard.
IPoS utilizes the DVB-S2X wideband forward channel standard with Adaptive Coding
Modulation (ACM), supporting rates from 1 Msps to 200+ Msps. DVB-S2X is the latest industry
standard from the DVB standards committee and is generally recognized to provide higher
efficiencies over the DVB-S standard. As illustrated in Figure 5 9, these efficiencies generally
come from the introduction of more granular modcods (modulation and coding combinations),
which enable IPoS to achieve performance very close to the theoretical Shannon curve. The
DVB-S2X forward channel supports QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK, and 32APSK, as well as 64APSK (future
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capability) modulation schemes, and can operate with a 5% rolloff, thereby enabling very high
efficiency.
IPoS return channels use Multiple Frequency (MF)/Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) with
Adaptive Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) coding and Closed Loop Power Control (CLPC). LDPC
is widely recognized as one of the most efficient coding technologies for use over satellite, as
evidenced by its adaption into the DVB-S2X standards. IPoS utilizes the same LDPC coding
technology for the return channel and consequently has the ability to apply code rates as high
as 9/10 (the highest in the industry for return channel TDMA systems).
To improve the spectral efficiency further for the return channel, IPoS implements “adaptive
coding” on the return channel. Similar to ACM on the forward channel, adaptive coding on the
return channel enables a remote terminal to dynamically adjust its transmissions to handle fade
conditions, in parallel with the hub using ACM to handle forward channel fade.
Adaptive coding, also known as “Code Rate Change on the Fly,” is where the return channel
demodulator is able to demodulate all bursts on the same channel, no matter what coding rate
is used. This feature enables the IPoS Gateway to demodulate, decode, and process bursts of
varying coding rates within the same TDMA frame. The remote terminal, using feedback from
the hub, including the received Es/No levels, selects the most efficient coding rate that enables
the transmission to be received by the demodulator without error. For some remote terminals
this may be Rate 2/3, for other remote terminals this may be Rate 4/5, and for others this may
be Rate 9/10. Using adaptive coding gives a satellite network at least 20% increased throughput
over the satellite because the return channel coding rate does not have to be configured with
extra rain fade margin.
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Comparison of C-band and Ku-band Systems – The FAA may want to evaluate both C-band and
Ku-band satellite options. The following provides a brief comparison. These two frequency
bands use the same fundamental technology in the satellite and on the ground so they can be
directly compared. Ka-band satellite systems have some fundamental differences from C-band
and Ku-band systems and are described elsewhere in this document.
C-Band
Downlink: 3.7 – 4.2 GHz
Uplink: 5.9 – 6.4 GHz

Ku Band
Downlink: 11.7 – 12.2 GHz
Uplink: 14.0 – 14.5 GHz

Advantages:
Less disturbance from
heavy rain fade

Disadvantages:
Needs a larger satellite dish
(2-3m or more)

Lower cost Bandwidth

Powerful, costly RF unit

Advantages:
No interference from
microwave links and other
technologies
Operates with a smaller
satellite dish (diameters
from 0.9m) -> lower cost,
easier installation

More expensive hardware

Needs less power -> lower
cost RF unit

Possible Interference from
microwave links

Blanket license for all sites

Requires site-by-site licensing

No interference from
microwave links and other
technologies

Disadvantages:
More expensive capacity

Sensitive to heavy rain fade
(significant attenuation of the
signal) / can be managed by
appropriate dish size or
transmitter power and advanced
transmission technologies.

Challenges of Ka-Band
It is well understood that Ka-band, with higher frequencies than Ku-band, is subject to higher
rain fades and that many consider this to be the most significant challenge to Ka-band
networking. It is worth reflecting on the fact that when Ku-band was first popularized, many
were similarly concerned about the impact of rain fade on Ku-band. HTS (high throughput
satellite) system technologies such as Hughes Jupiter system have been developed with the
highest levels of SLAs and QoS in mind and therefore have a rich set of features to mitigate
attenuation due to atmospheric moisture. These features include the following:




Forward channel mitigation techniques include:
– Uplink power control at the Gateway stations
– Satellite automatic level control
– Gateway RFT diversity
– Adaptive coding and modulation of the forward channel
– Use of larger antenna to generate higher EIRP
Return channel mitigation techniques include:
– Uplink power control at the remote stations
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–
–
–

Adaptive coding of the return channel
Dynamic symbol shifting of the return channel
Use of larger antenna to generate higher EIRP

The technology behind these rain fade mitigation techniques is the subject of a more detailed
technology paper but it should be noted that Ka-band has already been widely and successfully
deployed in high rain areas. The experience of Hughes has been that Ka-band availability in the
range of 99.7% can be achieved, even in high rain fade areas, such as Florida.
Shared vs. Dedicated Service




Advantages of shared services
– Does not require a large investment in a large antenna and hub on site at FAA
– Typically less costly to operate than a dedicated system
– No need to hire satellite specialists
Advantages of dedicated hub
– Does not require a backhaul
– Complete diversity from terrestrial wired and wireless networks
– Greater system control and security

5.1.3.2 Availability, Coverage, and Scalability
There are a number of differences between satellite based and terrestrial wireless
communications that affect design.








The coverage area of a satellite based system is greater than that of a terrestrial based
wireless communication system. A GEO satellite with one single antenna can cover
about 1/4th of the earth.
Due to the long distance, a satellite communications link will have more degradation
compare to a terrestrial communication link but the degradation is factored into the
system design and service quality can be very high.
In a satellite link delay from earth to satellite to earth is about 240ms while in terrestrial
link it will be far less.
Transmission cost in a satellite system is independent of the distance within the
footprint of the satellite, while in terrestrial system it varies based on the distance.
Satellite terminals are relatively easy and inexpensive to install compared to
terrestrial wireless. Line of site to the satellite is typically not a problem.
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5.1.3.2.1

Evolution of Commercial Satellites: From Telephony to Television to Data

In April 1965 as the Cold War and space race were escalating, the Hughes-built Early
Bird/Intelsat 1 geostationary satellite was launched, ushering in commercial satellite
communications. Beyond carrying telephone voice and fax transmissions between North
America and Europe, more significantly, Early Bird initiated the emerging larger business of
satellite television, vividly demonstrated by live TV coverage of the Gemini 6 spacecraft
splashdown in December 1965. For another 20 years, television carriage would be the primary
mission of communication satellites—until the invention of the VSAT by Hughes engineers in
1985. Sam Walton’s decision to
implement a VSAT network to connect
his rural stores and distribution centers
launched the satellite networking
industry, and was eventually recognized
by Fortune magazine as one of the 20th
century’s most significant business
decisions because “it gave Wal-Mart a
huge informational advantage” over the
competition. The satellites used at the
Figure 5-8. Typical CONUS Footprint
time were optimized for television
broadcast applications, covering as large
an area as possible—in other words, designed for coverage versus capacity. For this reason,
many of the satellite services still operating today offer the classic “CONUS” (Continental US)
coverage, which enables a video broadcaster to reach the vast majority with a single
transmission signal, as illustrated in Figure 5 8.
Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

CONUS coverage can vary from one satellite to the next. Some satellites are designed to cover
all 50 states and Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands, and some cover only the 48 contiguous states.
Satellites positioned over the western US have the best coverage in Hawaii and Alaska.
The first satellites operated in the C-band (4–6 GHz) spectrum and, over time newer satellite
payloads were developed for the higher frequency Ku-band (10–14 GHz), which dominated
worldwide until the last decade. Driven by exploding demand for HD television and high speed
Internet access that in many regions exceeded Ku-band capacity limits, the industry moved into
the much higher frequency, Ka-band (18–30 GHz). The tradeoff for coverage comes at the
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sacrifice of capacity, as these earlier generation satellites generally support only a few Gbps
total capacity if used for data communications. Consider a typical satellite that supports a
payload of 24 C-band transponders (36 MHz each) and 24 Ku-band transponders (36 MHz
each). The total of 48 transponders means that the satellite supports a total of 1.7 GHz of
capacity. Assuming that a 36 MHz transponder translates to about 70 Mbps of data then this
1.7 GHz of capacity would achieve a little over 3 Gbps of capacity when used for data
communications.
But recently, a new class of satellites, dubbed “High Throughput Satellites” (HTS) by Northern
Sky Research, has been launched. HTS satellites achieve greater capacity through the
implementation of multiple spot beams such that frequency can be reused. As illustrated in
Figure 5 9, these satellites utilize a design similar to that used by the cellular industry, whereby
spot beams are separated from one another by a combination of frequency and polarization. In
fact, these techniques are not new to the satellite industry and have been employed in a
number of satellite designs. The difference now is the use of smaller beams which enables a
greater overall number of beams and thus a higher level of frequency reuse.
Frequency reuse across multiple
beams results in significant
effective capacity beyond that of
a CONUS-type architecture. By
way of example, consider an HTS
design that employs 60 spot or
Figure 5-9. Frequency Reuse
user beams. If each of these
beams has 500 MHz of forward channel capacity and 500 MHz of return channel capacity (a
typical Ka-band allocation), then the satellite is able to deliver 60 GHz of capacity throughout
the footprint of these 60 beams. As can be seen, through frequency reuse, an HTS design is able
to achieve considerably more GHz as compared to a conventional satellite without frequency
reuse, in this particular case more than 30 times the amount of spectrum. The total cost to
design, construct, and launch a satellite is roughly the same whether the satellite is optimized
for capacity or coverage. For this reason, the cost per delivered bit for the HTS design is
significantly lower than for a satellite optimized for coverage.
Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

5.1.3.2.2

Ka-Band and Ku-Band for HTS

Many of the new HTS satellites utilize Ka-band frequencies for the simple reason that the
orbital slot allocation for other bands has long been exhausted. Today, it is extremely difficult
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to obtain commercially viable Ku-band orbital slots from the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU)—the international governing body, which tracks and allocates these orbital slots.
On the other hand, Ka-band orbital slots are generally under-used. Though virtually every Kaband slot has multiple filings, only a few of the slots have actually been used which means that
it is far easier for an operator to obtain rights to a Ka-band orbital slot from the ITU. Another
important benefit of Ka-band is the availability of greater amounts of spectrum versus Ku-band.
While a typical Ku-band satellite might operate across 750 MHz of spectrum a Ka-band satellite
might operate across 1500 MHz or more of spectrum for the gateway feeder beams alone.
Ka-band based technologies have achieved maturity to the point where the performance,
reliability, and availability of Ka-band networks is comparable to Ku-band networks. This
extends from the gateway radio frequency transmission (RFT) equipment, where the industry is
bringing to market travelling wave tubes (TWTs) supporting output power up to 750 watts, to
the high volume VSAT production incorporating state of the art gallium arsenide (GaAs)
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) to produce reliable, cost-effective, and highperformance VSAT radios operating in Ka-band.
HTS satellites are often assumed to be only Ka-band but the same design principles of smaller
beams along with frequency reuse can be applied to Ku-band as well. One such example is the
Intelsat 29E or “EPIC” satellite. In designing this satellite, Intelsat is able to utilize its existing Kuband orbital slot assignment and frequencies for its spot beam architecture. Based on
information from the Intelsat Web site, the first of the EPIC satellites has the following
characteristics:



Multiple spot beam of 2-degree (or less)
beam width
160 Mbps spot beam capacity

40 Mbps wide beam capacity
 25–60 Gbps of capacity


By employing 2-degree beams (rather than the smaller spot beams of 0.4 to 0.8 degrees which
are common for Ka-band satellites) and frequency reuse, Intelsat is able to design a satellite
with a very wide area of coverage while still offering higher capacity relative to conventional
satellites.
5.1.3.2.3

Different Architectures

As noted earlier, a number of different satellite architectures can be employed and optimized
for data communications. Each of these has advantages and disadvantages depending on
primary mission objectives.
5.1.3.2.4

Wide Beam Using Traditional 36–56 MHz Transponders
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This traditional design, as illustrated in
Figure 5 10, uses satellites optimized for
coverage where the beam (or footprint)
of the transponder covers a very large
geographic area (such as Continental US).
But in addition, this architecture employs
a “loopback” design whereby the satellite
relays all of the received signals directly
back to the footprint of the transponder.
With this design any station can
transmit/receive in a single satellite hop
to/from any other station, thereby
achieving mesh connectivity.

Figure 5-10. Loopback Satellite Design Concept

Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

5.1.3.2.5

Small Spot Beams

In designing an HTS satellite, there is a trade-off of capacity versus coverage when determining
the beam sizes. A smaller beam will enable higher capacity owing to the fact that, all other
things being equal, the smaller beam will have better link characteristics thereby enabling
higher spectral efficiency and thus capacity. Larger beams, on the other hand, spread the RF
energy across a wider geographic area thus meaning lower spectral efficiency but at the gain of
covering a larger area. The high throughput EchoStar XVII satellite for North America utilizes
small user beams of about 0.5 degrees or larger (about 300 kms in diameter). Each of these
user beams are connected to a Gateway beam/station with different frequencies used for the
forward and return channels. As illustrated in Figure 5-11, employing spot beam architecture
means that remote terminals can only receive from the Gateway station and not from other
remotes. This design approach maximizes capacity since the Gateway stations can be located
away from the user beams, and the Gateway beam can utilize user beam spectrum.
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Figure 5-11. Spot Beam Satellite Design Concept

Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

As illustrated in Figure 5-12 with this architecture a Gateway station is located within each of
the Gateway beams. The Gateway station utilizes the Gateway beam to transmit the forward
channel information to the various user beams. The Gateway beam actually consists of one or
more subchannels, each of which is mapped to a specific user beam. The satellite breaks out
the various forward channels of the feeder beam in order to deliver each of the forward
channels to the appropriate user beam. The return channels are configured in a similar
arrangement.

Figure 5-12. Forward Channel Configuration of a Small Spot Beam Satellite

Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

In this architecture, the limiting factor on the size of the Gateway station is the amount of
feeder beam spectrum available and not the number of user beams served. It should also be
noted that this architecture does not enable single-hop, site-to-site, or mesh connectivity, as
the remotes are unable to see each other’s transmissions.
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5.1.3.2.6

DVB-S2 Extensions

Due to its excellent performance the DVB-S2 standard with adaptive coding and modulation
(ACM) has been widely adapted in virtually every major VSAT system on the market. However,
the DVB-S2 standard was conceived for traditional satellites employing coverage-optimized 36
MHz or 54 MHz transponders, typically yielding maximum symbol rates of 45 Msps with 16
APSK modulation. The new class of HTS satellites, with greater amount of spectrum per beam
and with higher link capabilities, can achieve higher capacity by employing enhancements or
extensions to the DVB-S2 standard. For example, Hughes JUPITER technology applies a number
of extensions to the DVB-S2 standard including support for higher symbol rates as well as
support for higher modulation schemes.
5.1.3.2.7

Network Scalability

Satellite networks offer a high degree of scalability, one that enables Enterprise to easily grow
their network and throughput supporting meeting future needs without touching the deployed
VSAT’s/end-points. All that is usually needed is addition of more satellite capacity and network
reconfiguration done centrally at the NOC. This is due to the fact that today’s VSAT’s are highly
sophisticated and capable of supporting much higher throughput than when deployed for
meeting the initial requirements.
5.1.3.2.8

Network Redundancy

Satellite gateway sites, often call Network Operations Centers (NOCs) by the service providers,
are typically engineered with a high degree of system wide redundancy features. The basic
design is such that every active critical component is provided a locally maintained, backup
platform for automatic failover in the event such is needed. Some service providers have
designed NOC backup capabilities that leverage two geographically diverse NOCs to allow the
network to continue functioning even if one NOC is non-operational. This approach provides a
cost effective solution to contractually provision a level of assurance for disaster recovery of a
complete NOC.
There are various mechanisms and options available for switching between NOCs. One NOC can
simple be on standby, ready to be manually activated if necessary. This option provides
relatively low cost protection against a major problem at the primary NOC. Databases from the
active NOC are replicated in the recovery NOC so that it is always ready to take on the primary
roll.
5.1.3.2.9

Dynamic NOC Diversity
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A higher level of redundancy is known as Dynamic NOC diversity. Under this option, the VSAT
network is operational through both NOCs simultaneously.
The Dynamic NOC Diversity service allows all terminals in the network to be managed by two
different NOCs thereby providing geographical diversity. In the event one NOC goes offline for
whatever reason, all the remote VSAT terminals can still receive service from the other active
NOC.
With the Dynamic NOC Diversity service the remote terminals have the capability to make the
decision to switch. This configuration feature provides automatic switching between NOCs with
no manual intervention, thus making it very efficient. Since each site retains its private IP
address, routes and sessions are quickly re-established after a site switches.
Under this service, during normal operation the terminals could be split between the two NOCs.
If a terminal loses signal and cannot communicate with its “home” NOC, it waits for a
predetermined, adjustable time interval to determine if the communication path has really
been lost. Once the time interval has elapsed, and if the terminal has still not re-acquired the
signal from the “home” NOC, the terminal switches to its “backup” NOC. Depending on the
selected time interval, it is possible that NOC switching could be initiated to avoid a hub rain
fade event.
Each NOC would have the capacity to support the entire network. In this manner long-term
service could be received from a single NOC due to any reason. Additionally all sites could
receive service from a specific NOC in the event of a planned service maintenance window at
the alternate NOC.
5.1.3.2.10

Network Availability

SATCOM networks can be architected to achieve different levels of uptime and availability. The
most basic enterprise-wide SATCOM networks are typically engineered to offer 99.7%
availability with non-redundant HUB’s and standard antenna sizes. However, this target
number can increase to 99.999% with implementation of a combination of NOC Diversity and
Network Redundancy options as described in the previous two sections. For SATCOM networks
similar to other wireless technologies, achieving higher network availability and uptime is
directly correlated to the available budget, since the additional NOC Diversity and Network
Redundancy options come at a price.
5.1.3.2.11

MEO Systems

Medium earth orbit (MEO) satellite systems, whereby a constellation of satellites is established
that constantly “flies over” the earth, as illustrated in Figure 5-13, can also be used to achieve
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high data capacities. The O3b system is one such example. From any one place on earth (within
the northern and southern 45-degree latitude mark) the satellites will ‘fly by’, such that a
remote station requires a tracking antenna to track the satellite as it flies across the earth. In
fact, the O3b remote stations require two tracking antennas so that the remote can perform
“make-before-break” decisions and ensure that connectivity can be established with the next
satellite to fly over prior to the current satellite disappearing from view (as it continues its flight
around the earth).

Figure 5-13. Example of Medium Earth Orbit Constellation

Source: Hughes White Paper @ http://www.hughes.com/resources/the-view-from-jupiter-highthroughput-satellite-systems?locale=en

As a MEO system, the O3b satellites fly at a much lower orbit than geostationary satellites
(typically a few thousand kilometers vs 40,000 km above earth) and this lower orbit means
lower latency. Thus, the O3b system promises to bring large amounts of capacity with low
latency to those locations where the beams are aimed. The latency and capacity benefits of the
O3b system are mitigated by the higher complexity of the remote stations, since two motorized
antennas are required to ensure always-on connectivity.
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5.1.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, Etc.)
5.1.3.3.1

Security

Many satellite systems, but not all, come equipped with security features built in. SCPC systems
often rely on the security external to the satellite system. The more secure satellite systems
offer the following security features:
5.1.3.3.2

Data Encryption

Advanced TDM/TDMA systems employ several information assurance techniques to safeguard
the integrity and confidentiality of data transported through the system. These techniques
include:




DES-encrypted outbound channel
Two-way IPSec encryption
Enhanced signaling security (ESS)

5.1.3.3.3

DES-encrypted Outbound Channel

The outbound channel is encrypted using the data encryption standard (DES) by a VSAT’s
conditional access system (CAS) feature. This CAS feature:




Should be hardware-based
Ensures that traffic is received by satellite routers legally
Prevents unauthorized eavesdropping

The CAS assigns a unique key to each satellite router. It is responsible for key management and
for encrypting outbound data to satellite routers to ensure that satellite routers can only
decrypt the data intended for them. When a satellite router is commissioned, it requests its
encrypted effective master key (EEMK) from the Gateway. This key is sent to the satellite
router, and then:



Used at the Gateway to encrypt all data sent to the satellite router
Used by the satellite router to decrypt all data received from the Gateway

Because all data transmissions to satellite routers are uniquely keyed, a satellite router can
decrypt only the data sent to it. The EEMK is also used by satellite routers to authenticate
themselves to the Gateway.
5.1.3.3.4

Two-way IPSec encryption

IPSec in some satellite systems is NIST certified for Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS) 140-2 Level 2 and has these characteristics:
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End-to-end encryption from satellite router to the gateway using IPSec, Advanced
encryption standard (AES), and Internet key exchange (IKE) protocols
Rides over top of the encrypted outroute and clear inroutes
AES implemented in hardware is preferable
Encryption should be implemented in a way that satellite acceleration is preserved
in a secure configuration

5.1.3.3.5

Performance

SCPC systems are designed so that each link is configured with a fixed amount of bandwidth.
One remote site can’t burst beyond that fixed capacity without degrading the traffic flow. So it
is important to design each individual link for the peak traffic expected on that link so that the
link. This works well for systems that have continuous streams of traffic and no significant
bursts of higher traffic but can be quite wasteful compared to a TDM/TDMA system if each link
needs to be sized to accommodate a burst of traffic that only occurs occasionally.
If traffic volumes in the network change over time, e.g. more traffic from some sites and less
traffic from other sites, then the SCPC network should be reconfigured and downtime will be
required during the transition.
Quality of service controls are available for an SCPC network, but will reside in special purpose
appliances rather than being built in to the modem itself. This adds complexity and an
additional point of failure to the network.
By way of contrast, the carriers in a TDM/TDMA system are typically much larger than the
information rate required by a single site, so multiple sites share the same carrier. This allows
the system to be configured so that each terminal will receive a minimum CIR and also have the
ability to burst beyond that CIR when needed without affecting performance and without
allocating burst capacity to each terminal. Burst capacity can be shared.
A modern, high quality TDM/TDMA system has quality of service tools built into the hub and
remote terminals. The system will continuously inspect traffic flow and allocate resources to
ensure proper service levels with the following capabilities:





Guarantee bandwidth as well as latency and jitter performance based on a given
application (i.e., VoIP)
Offer weighted service plans so that high value plans are throttled less than low value
plans during times of congestion
Carve out forward and/or return channel capacity to a set of terminals
Configure a traffic either to maintain Mbps rate in rain fade conditions or a constant
Msps rate in rain fade
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The system’s bandwidth management features should provide the ability to define minimum
throughput according to Class of Service (CoS) rules, guarantee minimum throughput according
to CoS, and apply a volume usage cap (Fair Access Policy) based on varying CoS.
Individual traffic classifications are mapped to different bandwidth allocation techniques over
the satellite link. There are multiple methods for allocating bandwidth, including:






Adaptive Constant Bit Rate (CBR) Adaptive CBR: bandwidth allocation allows the user
to set minimum and maximum thresholds for bandwidth and to configure the
incremental step size. This ensures guaranteed bandwidth and low jitter, and enables
the end user (terminal) to dynamically adjust its bandwidth on an as-needed basis.
Committed Information Rate (CIR)/Peak Information Rate (PIR): The CIR/PIR method
utilizes backlog information in the buffer to determine how much bandwidth to allocate
over the CIR and up to the PIR values, utilizing bandwidth efficiently across the network.
This results in medium jitter but allows bandwidth to be allocated based on demand.
With CIR/PIR, the terminal is always ensured CIR bandwidth, not to exceed the
preconfigured PIR.
Backlog-Based: This method employs backlog-based bandwidth allocation for the
terminal, utilizing space segment in a highly efficient manner to the operator. The
key is that these techniques need to be available to be applied on a per traffic class.
Within the same terminal, bulk it can be treated as backlog-based, whereas
interactive and streaming traffic can be treated with CIR/PIR. This unique flexibility
within the terminal allows the operator to ensure that important applications get
the required bandwidth across the entire network. This solves the problem of
needing to configure all traffic from a terminal of CIR to ensure minimum bandwidth
allocation regardless of the application type.

For FTI-2 NAS deployment, CIR would offer the best and the most reliable bandwidth allocation,
simulating the CoS associated with a dedicated/nailed-up TDM circuit.
5.1.3.4 Pros and Cons
5.1.3.4.1
Pros of Satellite
 Ubiquitous coverage: Satellite services are available nationwide to any location with a
view of the southern sky. There is no need to be within a certain distance from anything
else as there is with any terrestrial technology.
 Service level guarantees: Satellite service delivers predictable performance and is
provided with service level guarantees for network availability, packet loss and other
parameters.
 Private network: Whether the system is implemented with a dedicated hub at FAA
premises or as a shared service, the network is completely private and does not need to
touch the Internet.
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Scalability: Private satellite networks can easily grow in bandwidth and performance by
simply adding more capacity and network reconfiguration without the need to touch the
deployed VSAT’s.
Redundancy/Diversity: One can easily implement a 100% diverse satellite network
using 2 different diverse NOC’s and 2 different satellites, much like the current
implementation of FAA’s ASTI network in AK.

5.1.3.4.2
Cons of Satellite
 Higher operating costs: Microwave networks incur only maintenance costs as the
spectrum is usually available at no cost. Satellite networks will incur additional cost for
use of the spectrum compared to microwave.
 Higher latency: Satellite latency is well known to be higher than terrestrial systems.
As a result, satellite system providers typically implement their own network
optimization tools to mitigate the effect of longer latency.

5.1.4 Cost Models (CapEx and OpEx)
5.1.4.1 Dedicated Hub Model
The price for a hub system depends on the throughput and network availability required,
among other things. The price for a hub system with a single 5m or 6m antenna and redundant
electronics can range from about $700k to $1.5M. A pair of hub terminals would by roughly 2x
that amount. Remote terminals also vary, mostly based on antenna/radio size and interface
options. These terminals can range from $3,000 to $10,000 or more for special cases such as
Alaska that may require special treatment.
5.1.4.2 Shared Hub Model
Since the hub equipment is largely shared, there is often little or no one-time charge for hub
equipment in this model. Remote costs are the same as in the dedicated hub model, $3,000 to
$10,000.
The monthly recurring costs for either model will vary depending on a wide range of factors
including the number of sites, technology (SCPC or TDM/TDMA), traffic volume, traffic types,
maintenance requirements, and others. FAA will require dedicated capacity for much of the
traffic. It is estimated the average cost per site will be $800 to $2,000. A configuration with
Dynamic NOC diversity will use twice the satellite capacity and thus will cost more, though not
double the cost.
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5.1.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
With FAA’s familiarity with SATCOM and its existing Alaskan Satellite Telecommunications
Infrastructure (ASTI) transition should be easier than for any other enterprise that does not
have any experiences with SATCOM. While ASTI was procured outside FTI, SATCOM
applications for NAS should be included under the FTI-2 requirements and solicitation and
offered by the bidders/provider.
Since SATCOM services are all IP-based, transitional impact from migrating from the existing
TDM circuits will among others include:






5.2

Acquisition of TDM-to-IP conversion devices, to be offered by the FAA itself or by the
provider as a turnkey solution,
Latency implications as SATCOM will have much higher latency than the existing
dedicated TDM circuits,
Development of redundant network topology as a SATCOM enabled site can be
connected to say multiple data centers/end-points VS single end-point in the case of a
TDM circuit,
Technical documentation and training specific to the deployed SATCOM network.

FUTURE STATE

Predicting the future is a very uncertain science. Nevertheless, in the satellite business, the
trend for ever-increasing capacity, flexibility and availability of service, as well as increasingly
more affordable, more compact, lighter, and even more stylish and ergonomic ground and
personal terminals, has become a clear reality of this communications market segment. There is
no reason to believe that these trends towards perpetual improvement will change markedly in
the future, and that competitive pressures to achieve these objectives earlier and for a lower
price will ever disappear. Moreover, the initial conceptualization and design phases of future
missions tend to start many years before the issuance of the first associated Requests for
Proposal (RFP), and therefore they provide a rather reliable and solidly based window into the
future of the business and of the technology.
One such trend has been the introduction of High Throughput Satellites (HTS) and their effect
on the satellite ecosystem. HTS architecture is based on many spot beams (10-100 beams)
covering a geographic area rather than the wide beams implemented in traditional satellites. By
reusing frequencies, in a method similar to that of cellular networks, spot beam satellites are
able to provide much more capacity than standard wide-beam satellites.
After years of satellite communications being considered as a niche market, useful primarily
where terrestrial communications solutions were not feasible, satellites can now compete in
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high-capacity markets. Figure 5-14 illustrates the growth of HTS capacity in a 5-year period
starting 2013.

Figure 5-14. Worldwide HTS Capacity Trend.

Source: http://www.satmagazine.com/story.php?number=1461629106

Hastening this trend are the vastly larger amounts of capacity now available, thanks to HTS. This
abundance has lowered the cost of satellite bandwidth where such can now compete with
terrestrial solutions.
Consumer broadband is, by far, the most widely used market for HTS today and will most likely
continue to be so. However, the capacity surge that HTS provides lends itself to a much broader
set of applications, including 3G/LTE backhauling which is showing high growth as cellular
networks expand to rural and remote regions worldwide. Another high-growth market is
mobility, due to the increasing demand for passenger in-flight connectivity and communications
for vessels at sea.
The primary impetus for developing HTS was to increase available bandwidth at a lower price
per bit. The current HTS systems are capable of delivering 10 to 100 Gbps of data, servicing tens
to hundreds of thousands of users. This provides 10 to 100 times the capacity of traditional
wide-beam coverage satellites, all the while maintaining similar launch costs. While the first 2
HTS satellites, Hughes SPACEWAY 1 and 2 each with 10Gbps throughput were retrofitted in
2004 to provide Digital Broadcast Service (DBS) to DirecTV customers, SPACEWAY 3 launched in
2007 has been offering Private Networking and Internet access at an aggregate throughput of
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10Gbps. HTS deployments in the US continued with launch of Hughes’ Jupiter 1/Echostar-17
and ViaSat’s Viasat-1, both in 2012 and offering throughputs of 100Gbps and 140Gbps
respectively.
Development and support of the HTS systems requires development of sophisticated and high
throughput ground equipment (gateways, uplinks, etc.) and VSAT’s. Providers of these HTS
systems such as Hughes and ViaSat usually will end up offering the technology and equipment
standalone for those clients who wish to purchase the infrastructure and not the service. These
tend to be dedicated systems for a given client who would then operate them using their own
supplied satellite capacities in Ku, C, or Ka frequencies.

5.2.1 Short Term Technologies (2017-2025)
HTS deployments will continue over the short term as some key providers in the US such as
Hughes and ViaSat have already announced their specific HTS launches over the next few years.
More specifically:






Hughes will launch Jupiter-2/Echostar-19 in late 2016 with service availability in early
2017. EchoStar 19 will have 150 transponders and offer broadband throughput of more
than 150Gbps.
Intelsat will also launch its first EpicNG series satellite in early 2016 with service
availability later in the year. While EpicNG is only targeted to offer throughputs of 2560Gbps in C and Ku bands, it will still be an advancement in the traditional C and Ku
payload satellites. It is suited for customers who wish to deploy their own dedicated
infrastructures (Uplink and Downlinks).
ViaSat will also launch Viasat-2 in late 2016 with service availability in early 2017.
Viasat-2 is claimed to offer throughputs of more than 140 Gbps.

With average life expectance of 15-20 years, all of the above satellites should be in service well
beyond 2025. Furthermore, Hughes and possibly ViaSat will offer their associated ground and
VSAT technologies standalone for those customers who may want to take advantage of the
resulting equipment and technologies, but within their own dedicated/standalone networks.

5.2.2 Long Term Technologies (2025+)
While the traditional Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) HTS technologies and platform will
continue evolving, offering higher throughputs and lower prices, they cannot improve on the
inherit latency associated with the GEO satellites. An exciting alternative which was announced
this year, is OneWeb which among others intends to significantly reduce inherit latency
associated with satellite communications.
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When fully deployed. OneWeb will consist of approximately 700 Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Ku
satellites, spanning over 18 polar planes with 36 satellites on each plane, offering more than 6
Tbps of throughput covering the entire globe. Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 provide highlights of
the OneWeb satellite and constellation respectively.

Figure 5-15. OneWeb Satellite Highlights.

Source: Original work based on OneWeb's own website http://oneweb.world

Figure 5-16. OneWeb Satellite Constellation and Coverage.

Source: http://spacenews.com/oneweb-satellites-to-settle-in-exploration-park-florida-with-eyes-onbusiness-beyond-oneweb/

OneWeb will among others offer Broadband Internet access to anywhere on or above the earth
as their target markets include aeronautical and maritime connectivity. The first satellite in the
fleet is targeted to be launched by 2019 and with full constellation deployed by 2025, resulting
in global coverage beginning 2025 and offering services for years thereafter. OneWeb will
leverage support and technologies from a number of industry leads such as Hughes who will be
providing all the ground equipment (gateways/uplinks) and terminals (satellite modem/router
and associated radio).
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ViaSat also announced a competing network in November which will comprise of 3 Viasat-3
satellites covering the globe and offering 3Tbps of throughput. Based on the announcement,
the deployment will begin with the deployment of the 1st Viasat-3 satellite over the North
America, followed by the other two satellites deployed most probably over Eurasia and Pac
Rim. Viasat-3 is at its early design stages and no specific launch date has been announced,
though it would be safe to assume that should ViaSat find the right partners and investors, it
would announce definitive launch dates. Regardless, the potential launch and service delivery
dates will most probably be beyond 2020 and into 2035.

5.2.3 Key Attributes and Issues
With the continuing exponential growth in global broadband Internet access demand and the
expected infrastructure investment strategy by the terrestrial wireline and wireless carriers,
growth for SATCOM technologies and services will continue for years to come. As such,
SATCOM industry will be vigorously looking at the following elements:








Satellite capacities, which would need to continually grow in order to meet the growing
Commercial and Government needs. The latter is relying more and more on Commercial
VS Government-owned satellites/capacities. Worldwide satellite capacity growth can be
achieved through:
Powerful satellites such as the existing and upcoming HTS’s,
More satellites which require additional orbital slots and government regulatory
approval,
Release of additional frequencies within the existing L, C, Ku, Ka, and X band spectrums,
and investigation of new spectrums. International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU’s), a
world governing body is continuously addressing these requirements as evident by their
action during their recent World Radio Communication Conference (WRC) in Geneva.
Faster ground equipment (gateways and terminals) that will offer better
performance and utilization in order to take advantage of the faster satellites.
Hughes’ announced JUPITER System is an example of such ground equipment.

5.2.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
Governmental bodies such as the FCC and its foreign government counterparts, and nongovernmental bodies such as ITU and ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)
will continue investigating and managing new spectrums and frequencies in order to meet the
ever growing SATCOM capacities worldwide. An example of such activities include ITU’s recent
WRC-15 agreement which identified: a) additional spectrum for Fixed Satellite Systems (FSS)
between 10-17 GHz, b) need for investigating additional satellite spectrum in the 37.5-39.5
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GHz, and c) adopted a Resolution which sets the path towards allowing the use of FSS links for
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS).
5.2.3.2 Availability/Coverage and Scalability
It is difficult to predict the full scale of the future satellite systems’ availability, coverage, and
scalability beyond the next 5-10 years! However, it is safe to assume that the global commercial
and governmental demand for broadband IP connectivity will entice the service providers and
ground equipment manufacturers to:



Launch faster satellites at all orbits (GEO, MEO, and LEO),
Increase coverage, specially covering the developing countries in ME, Africa, Central
and South America, and Asia. Develop faster and more reliable ground equipment
(gateways and terminals) delivering speeds comparable to terrestrial
wireline/wireless services.

5.2.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, etc.)
It is also safe to assume that with government’s growing use of commercial SATCOM and the
growing fear of cyber-attack on the net, the SATCOM service providers and manufacturers will
continue to improving on their already secure networks and equipment. The same is expected
to apply to the performance elements of the products and services. An area of anticipated
improvement will be with respect to latency, as LEO platforms such as OneWeb will significantly
reduce the existing SATCOM-related latencies.
5.2.3.4 Pros and Cons
While we believe the future SATCOM solutions will for most part have the same attributes as
those for the current SATCOM solutions as described in Section 4.1.3.4, there is the opportunity
that Cons such as Higher Latency will become neutral.

5.2.4 Cost Models
We believe the future SATCOM solutions will for most part have the similar cost models as
those for the current SATCOM solutions as described in Section 4.1.4. However, with the
continuous advancements in ground equipment design and higher throughput satellites, one
should expect a continued price reduction in hardware and service.

5.2.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
While it is difficult to forecast the impacts of the future SATCOM technologies on FAA and NAS,
it is safe to assume that the impact would be minimal should the current SATCOM technologies
be deployed in support of NAS
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6.

LMR AND OTHER RADIO TECHNOLOGIES

Land Mobile Radio (LMR) systems are known by several different acronyms in the industry
today that include Private and Professional Mobile Radio (PMR) systems used primarily for
individual enterprise use. Public or LMR systems are used by different levels of Government
authorities in the execution of their public safety, security and other missions. LMR are bidirectional radio systems versus broadcast radio which is one to many.
For discussion purposes in this section LMR will be the generic term used for both PMR and
LMR as the primary difference is features and applications that are in most cases common to
both the Professional and Public vertical markets. Life safety deployments are a primary market
for LMR systems which have more resiliency, redundancy and survivability than Professional
deployments which are usually more cost sensitive.
Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a technology primarily developed by DoD to vastly reduce the
SWAP (Space, Weight and Power) footprint in (joint) military command and control systems. In
a Common Environment based in a geographic region there exists Ground to Ground(manned
and unmanned), Ground to Air (manned and unmanned), Ground to Ship (manned and
unmanned), Air to Air, Air to Ship, Ship to Ship radio systems. This requires vigorous frequency
control in the close environment and a number of separately housed radio systems each with
their own power supplies, power, circuit and antenna interfaces. This technology will be further
discussed in Long Term Technologies.
Current Ultra Large Scale Integrated (ULSI) Circuits can provide orders of magnitude increases in
the performance of radio subsystems while reducing SWAP and costs. This technology will be
discussed in the Short and Long Term Technologies.
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6.1

CURRENT STATE

Since the beginning of P/LMR radio, there
have been conflicts between available
spectrum and channel size. With
improvements in filter and modulation
technology the channel size has been reduced
from 100 kHz, then 50, followed by 25 and for
the last 20 years 12.5 kHz. As spectrum prices
have been increasing and with FCC
requirements for reallocation of present
frequencies for new services have matured
calls for more efficient utilization of the
Figure 6-1. Classic LMR Mobile Radio Law Enforcement
reduced channel sizes. The fundamental
Application
analog radio technology in the US dates back
Source: Public Internet
to the twenties with VHF and UHF being the
frequency bands in use and recently the 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands were added to the
inventory.
Radios communicate information by the propagation of electromagnetic waves between
geographically dispersed transmitters and receivers through the atmosphere according to wave
theory physics. The more powerful the radio signal and the less natural or manmade
interference the farther that signal can be received. To extend the range of the radio signal,
repeaters were developed that received the incoming signal and amplify and retransmit it. The
radio signal is composed of a center frequency and a bandwidth that was initially 25 kHz but for
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better frequency utilization has been
reduced to either 12.5 kHz or 6.25 kHz.
The power of the signal and specific
frequency ranges are controlled by the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) which sets limits to reduce
interference with adjacent and harmonic
frequencies.
Simple LMR systems have a base station
that can communicate with multiple
Figure 6-2. Example Digital Trunking Radio Handsets
mobile or handheld devices in their
coverage area. The coverage area is that Source: http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Two-way_radio
geographic region where both ends of the
radio links can communicate and based
on the architecture of the system,
atmospheric conditions, height of the
antennas, this can be from 30 to 100 km
for a small system. Adding repeaters to
the basic system widens and extends the
coverage area. Interconnecting different
base stations and repeaters with
telephone, microwave or LTE systems can
greatly increase the overall coverage of
Figure 6-3. LMR Mobile Radio with Data Terminal (Car/Truck
Mounted)
the radio systems. Adding trunking
capability to the system improves the
efficiency of the system and increases the
number of radio users you can accommodate with an increased number of channels. Having a
base station with repeaters gives you coverage over a contiguous region which can then be
greatly enhanced by adding telecommunications circuit to interconnect these islands of
coverage analogous to a cell cluster of circles which can be extended to the limit of noticeable
voice delay in the system.
Source: http://www.policemag.com/blog/vehicles/story/2012/09/cockpit-distractions-and-safety.aspx

6.1.1.1 LMR/PMR System Types
A dichotomy of LMR/PMR technologies begins with the foundation of analog or digital and
conventional or trunked channel control and assignment. The analog radio carrier is modulated
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by another electrical signal either in the time or frequency domain such as AM (Amplitude
Modulation) FM (Frequency Modulation). Digital radio technology has a number of different
modulation schemes based on frequency and/or phase shifts that have been adopted by
competing LMR technology. Once the signal is modulated there are two different access
methods for those radio channels and they are FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) or
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access).
6.1.1.2 Conventional Analog Systems
Conventional analog systems assign one channel per group of users and that channel is usually
switch selectable on the radios. The radios can tune in a sub-band of a limited number of
frequencies.
6.1.1.3 Conventional and Trunked Digital Systems
“Trunked” radio systems differ from “conventional” radio systems in how the radio channels
are utilized by groups of users. A conventional radio system uses a dedicated channel
(frequency) for each individual group of
users where trunking radio systems use
pools of channels for a larger number of
groups of users. Conventional radio
systems are much simpler and therefore
are lower cost and are used by
consumers and small groups of users and
will not be further discussed in this paper.
Trunked systems have either a
centralized or distributed channel control
system which allows users to request a
Figure 6-4. LMR Trunking Radio Installation on Huachuca
channel and have that channel assigned
Mountain, Ft. Huachuca, AZ
to them based on different criteria such
as priority of group. Centralized systems define control channels that control the assignment of
bearer channels to user groups. Distributed control systems allow any bearer channel to be a
control channel and are a more scalable architecture for larger deployments.
Source:
https://www.army.mil/article/88846/Fort_Huachuca_installs_first_trunked_Land_Mobile_Radio_syste
m
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6.1.1.4 LMR Technology / Standards
6.1.1.4.1
Open Standards Options
 APCO 16 (P16) – Started in the early 1980s by APOC to be the first trunking radio
standard for LMR systems. While there are APCO 16 systems still in operation they are
now in violation of FCC regulations on Narrowbanding.
 APCO 25 (P25) – Started in 1991 by APOC with additional functional tiers added later
– ISSI – Inter RF Subsystem Interface are gateways that allows two or more P25
compliant trunked systems to be interconnected even if they are from different
vendors.
 DMR – Digital Mobile Radio an open standard started in 2002
 dPMR – Digital Professional Mobile Radio standard started in 2005
 MPT 1327 – British based standard started in 1988 as a replacement for existing analog
systems
 TETRA – Terrestrial Trunked Radio (formally known as Trans-European Trunked Radio) is
an ETSI LMR standard started in 1992 to be used in public mission critical networks.
TETRA Release 2 includes the TETRA Enhanced Data Service (TEDS)
6.1.1.4.2
Multi-Vendor Options
 NXDM – Next Generation Digital Narrowband is a technology originally developed by
Icon and Kenwood in 2003. The technical specifications are now controlled by an
industry consortium.
 TETRAPOL – is a digital trunking, purpose built LMR technology for mission-critical public
safety users. It was originally developed by EADS for the French National Gendarmerie in
1988. TETRAPOL has a larger coverage area and therefore needs fewer sites and with a
lower operating cost.
6.1.1.4.3
Company Specific Options (Either one or more vendors some with licensing
options
 Astro/SmartNet – Astro was the manufacturers name for an analog LMR system which
was upgraded to a trunking system based on the APOC 16 standard. The Astro 25 is the
APOC 25 compliant system by the same vendor. The Astro family is owned by Motorola
Solutions.
 EDACS – Enhanced Digital Access Communication System originally developed by GE in
the mid-eighties as a fault-tolerant radio communications system that supports analog
and digital voice, distributed trunking and 9.6 kbps data streams. The EDACS system is
now owned by Harris Corporation.
 iDEN is a system mostly utilized by Public Access Mobile Radio (PAMR) operator
provider users a fee for service.
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LTR – Logic Trunked Radio is a trunked based LMR developed by E.F. Johnson in the
early 1980s. It does not have a dedicated control channel as each repeater has its own
controller that monitors its own channels. LTR MultiNet is an APCO P16 compliant
trunking system used in public safety systems.
OpenSky – is wireless communications system originally developed for Federal
Express in the mid-1990s for its urban operations with required a higher message
data speed compared to the other LMR technologies at the time. While it was
initially designed to support data it now supports both voice and data services with
voice-over-IP for radio trunking. OpenSky is owned by Motorola Solutions.

To quote the late Dr. Ken Olsen, founder of Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), “the nice
thing about standards is there are so many to choose from.”
6.1.1.5 Representative list of LMR (radio) manufacturers
Cassadian, EADS, E.F. Johnson, Harris Corporation, Icon, JVC Kenwood, Motorola Solutions,
Nokia Networks, Raytheon, Rockwell Collins, RELM Wireless Corporation, Tait, Thales Group
The vendor’s names in bolded text provided technical input to this document with special
thanks to Motorola Solutions. Input was also obtained from ETSI, DMR, dPMR and NXDN
organizations.
6.1.1.6 Which Technologies Manufactures Support
Below is a representative list of technologies and some of the manufacturers that support
them.
APCO-16
E.F. Johnson, Harris, Motorola
 APCO-25
E.F. Johnson, Harris, JVC Kenwood, King Communications, Motorola, Relm
Wireless, Tait, Thales Communications


DMR
Hytera Communications, Icom, JVC KenwoodMotorola
 DMR Tier III
JVC Kenwood, Icom, Motorola Solutions
 EDACS Harris
 dPMR
Hytera Communications, Icom, JVC Kenwood
 iDEN
Motorola Solutions
 NXDN
JVC Kenwood, Icom, Altonika Ltd, Hytera Communications
 TETRA Airbus, EADS, Hytera Communications, Motorola, Teltronic, Thales
 TETRAPOL
Aerial Facilities Limited, Avitec, EADS
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6.1.2 Deployed Network
Included are representative statistics from open sources.









APCO 25 – Equipment and networks have been installed in over 50 countries with large
segments of USA, Australia, Asia and parts of Africa
EDACS – Over 500 networks deployed with hundreds of thousands of radios
iDEN – 20 million users with one public network left operating in the United States
called SouthernLINC a division of Southern Company. There are operating networks in
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Mexico, Peru, Philippines,
Peoples Republic of China, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Korea
TETRA – A manufacturer installed a TETRA based system for the country of Norway with
nationwide coverage encompassing 330 emergency call centers connected by 2,170
base stations and more than 20,000 kilometers of transmission lines. The network also
covered 758 kilometers of road tunnels.
TETRA – 788 Networks in 77 countries not including North America
TETRAPOL – has been deployed in 30 countries with 85 networks and 1,850,000
users.

6.1.3 Key Attributes and Issues
6.1.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
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6.1.3.1.1

FCC Narrowbanding Mandate

Narrowbanding is an effort by the FCC to
ensure more efficient use of the VHF and
UHF spectrum by requiring all VHF and
UHF Public Safety and Industrial/Business
land mobile radio (LMR) systems to
migrate to at least 12.5 kHz efficiency
technology by January 1, 2013. The FCC
Figure 6-5. Illustration of the Additional Channels from the
intends to reframe spectrum to free up
FCC Narrowband Directive
blocks for new services use for example. Note: A number of vendors utilizing more advanced DSP chips and
advanced codec are utilizing a 6.25 kHz bandwidth channel to allow
More specifically, all existing Part 90
four times the number of channels then in the older 25 kHz
radio systems operating in the 150-174
networks. Several newer Digital Mobile Radio implementations use
MHz and 421-512 MHz bands have until FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) to maintain compatibility
with existing deployed analog repeaters.
January 1, 2013 to convert those systems
either to a maximum bandwidth of 12.5 kHz or to a technology that provides at least one voice
path per 12.5 kHz of bandwidth or equivalent efficiency.
Source: https://www.ok.gov/homeland/Interoperable_Communications/Narrowbanding/
6.1.3.1.2

Equivalent Efficiency

Any of the following meet the 12.5 kHz equivalent efficiency requirement:
One voice path in a 12.5 kHz channel
 Two voice paths in a 25 kHz channel
 Data operations on channels greater than 12.5 KHz must employ data rates greater than 4.8
kbps per 6.25 kHz channel, such as 19.2 kbps per 25 kHz channel


6.1.3.1.3

Narrowbanding purpose

Currently, the majority of UHF and VHF LMR licensees operate using 25 kHz efficiency
technology. However, the UHF and VHF frequency bands are congested with limited spectrum
available for system expansion or implementation of new systems. The migration to 12.5 kHz
efficiency technology will require licensees to operate more efficiently, either on narrower
channel bandwidths or increased voice paths on existing channels. This will allow creation of
additional channels within the same spectrum, thereby supporting more users.
6.1.3.1.4

Current Bands subject to FCC Narrowbanding Guidance

The 150-174 MHz and 421-512 MHz bands are subject to Narrowbanding requirements. Figure
6 6 is an RF spectrum chart for Land Mobile Radio.
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Figure 6-6. RF Spectrum for Land Mobile

Source: http://radio-scanner-guide.com/radioscannerguidepart3d-militaryaircraft.htm

6.1.3.1.5

Multiple Access Methods FDMA or TDMA

The difference between FDMA (Frequency Divided Multiple Access) and TDMA (Time Divided
Multiple Access) is FDMA splits the 12.5 kHz channel into two 6.25 kHz channels and TDMA
splits the 12.5 kHz channel into two timeslot channels that give you two 6.25 kHz interleaved
time slots of data carrying capacity. TDMA signals have to be time synchronized and FDMA
signals can use deployed analog repeaters and amplifiers which reduces the upgrade costs for
meeting the FCC mandates and increasing the number of usable channels in the frequency plan.
Until now, TDMA was more spectrum efficient at wider channel spacing's like 25 kHz, as for
example, two or three users could access the same bandwidth as one FDMA channel user.
However, in the case of the newly developed narrowband 6.25 kHz FDMA technology like
dPMR, both this and 2-slot 12.5 kHz TDMA technology achieves the same spectrum efficiency.

Figure 6-7. Illustration of Digital FDMA and TDMA

Source: http://www.walkie-talkies.com/digital-explained
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6.1.3.1.6

LMR/DMR Standard Access Methods

6.1.3.1.6.1
Standards Using FDMA
 ARIB standard T-98
 ARIB standard T-102
 dPMRTM
 EDACS
6.1.3.1.6.2










LTR
NXDNTM
APCO 25 (Phase 1)
TETRAPOL

Standards Using TDMA

APCO 25 (Phase 2)
DMR
iDEN
TETRA

6.1.3.1.7

Utilizing Existing Analog Radio Infrastructure with Digital Technology

There is a wide variety and geographically dispersed set of analog/linear radio repeaters that
are used in legacy and current analog systems. The investment is far too great to replace at ono
time or in the immediate future. A number of LMR/DMR systems have been designed to
interoperate with this existing infrastructure until they have to be replaced at the end of their
useful life.
6.1.3.1.8

Vocoder – Analog to Digital Audio Conversion

Companding CODECs were developed by Bell Labs to allow more realistic voice transmission
over communications circuits by reducing the higher and lower frequencies of the voice to Log
based values that could be transmitted digitally at very low data rates. When the technical
specifications for digital radio systems were being developed difference voice codecs (vocoders)
were tested and several higher quality versions were selected for the different standards.
Vocoders come in pairs as you have to have the same type at each end of the digital radio signal
whether it is half or full duplex, simulcast or multicast. The vocoder will encode the analog
audio data which will then be transmitted over the radio signal to the receiver that has to frame
the digital data and convert it back to audio for delivery to the end user.
Multi-band Excitation speech model (MBE) is a new model used in the coding and decoding of
speech. Bell Labs developed some of the first Linear predictive models when the telecom
services went from analog to proprietary digital for voice and data and then to the international
standard Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
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6.1.3.1.8.1

MBE-Based Codecs

The IMBE and AMBE are popular speech compression algorithms which provide superior voice
quality with substantially less processing power (MIPS) and memory when compared to other
algorithms.



Improved Multi-band Excitation (IMBETM) APCO Project 25 Vocoder
Advanced Multi-band Excitation (AMBE®, AMBE+TM, AMBE+2TM)

6.1.3.1.8.2
Linear predication based speech models
 Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction (VSELP)
 Sinusoidal Transform Coder (STC)
 Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP)

Figure 6-8. Audio CODEC Comparison

Source: http://opus-codec.org/comparison/

6.1.3.1.8.3
Vocoder Selections
 NXDNTM uses AMBE+2TM
 APCO Project 25, Phase 1 and Phase 2 and DMR use IMBETM
 dPMRTM vocoders have been assigned different class levels which are A, R and M.
 dPMRTM Class A uses the AMBE+2TM
 dPMRTM Class R uses the RALCWITM vocoder
 dPMRTM Class M uses a Manufacturers specific vocoder which will only work for
that particular manufacturer.
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Different dPMRTM class vocoders do not interoperate with other classes and Class M vendors
only interoperate within the same vendor family of products.
6.1.3.2 Availability/Coverage and Scalability
6.1.3.2.1

Availability and Scalability

In designing LMR systems, you engineer the number of simultaneous conversation and the
number of base stations you require to support your user to channel ratio. The limiting factor,
as in all wireless communication methods is the amount of bandwidth / frequency available in
the geographic region for use. With priority groups on trunked LMR systems over licensed
frequencies gives you the best availability as long as there are no sun spot activity. The system
is extremely scalable as you can add channels and other hardware as needed to scale up.
6.1.3.2.2

Coverage – Analog versus Digital Radios

In theory, in identical conditions, the narrower channel width of the FDMA system would allow
the signal to achieve better coverage than the12.5 kHz TDMA system when transmitted at the
same output power. This is because the noise floor of any receiver is proportional to the filter
bandwidth, therefore the smaller the bandwidth the smaller the signals that can be received. In
the real world however, various factors such as topography, antenna heights, natural topology,
surrounding buildings, etc. all affect the coverage area, so without specific comparison tests,
either system cannot claim to be better than the other. As long as the signal to noise ratio
allows the modulated symbols to be received the digital technology will provide much better
quality audio over that coverage area. Audio on analog systems can still be detected with
increasing amounts of noise that would totally shut down the digital systems.

Figure 6-9. Illustration of Gradual Analog Signal Degradation versus the Digital Cliff

Source: https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/news887/ways-to-listen/
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6.1.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, etc)
6.1.3.3.1

SLA – Service Level Agreements

Identifying and quantifying elements of an SLA for LMR systems would potentially cover
individual network channels as conversations are occurring and uptime of radios, repeaters and
other components of the system. When the LMR systems are engineered there are a number
of levels of redundancies including a pool of available frequencies and channels, multiple base
stations that can be used and telco interconnections. If the LMR has dispatch and monitoring
stations reports on trunk utilizations, trunk seizures and releases can be noted as well as
blocked communications because no trunks are available. The largest unknown in radio systems
tends to be the weather and atmospheric conditions which can either give you crystal clear
audio or no communications at all.
6.1.3.3.2

Latency

In conventional analog LMR systems there is very low latency once the channel has been setup
since radio waves travel at the speed of light and the propagation delay through the
atmosphere for longer distance radio links is the limiting factor. In digital LMR system you have
the conversion of analog voice to modulated carrier and the reverse in which delay is only
noticeable if the other end of the link is in the immediate vicinity. During bidirectional
conversations through interconnected LMR systems over longer distances you may begin to
pick up some delay but those distances tend to exceed the normal maximum end to end
distance of most LMR deployments.
6.1.3.3.3

Voice and Data Channel Security

Analog systems have used voice scrambling in the past to shield voice communications from
casual ease dropping but knowledgably users could replicate the technology and intercept the
communications. Digital based LMR systems and DMR are transmitting bit streams and have
DSP based Codecs and Vocoders which can be used to implement DES and AES encryption
options at low to medium cost. With sufficient key lengths these conversations would be secure
for a period of time against cracking and intercepting the voice communications
6.1.3.4 Pros and Cons
Until we can address the limits imposed by the laws of Physics, LMR systems are a necessary
component of group shared channel radio systems which can be enhanced with overlay LTE
and wired (copper and optical) backhaul systems. There are public safety and commercial
applications that require the range of multi-channel repeated trunking radio systems that
cellular radio system cannot address until there is ubiquitous cell service with complete
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geographic coverage of all of the US and territories land. Cellular radio networks were
developed for high user count urban environments where there is complete geographic
coverage of an area to allow a seamless passage of the consumer's cell call between adjacent
cell towers. The power of each radio cell channel has been decreasing as cell site coverage
decreases to allow more users of the system with an increasing number of cell sites.

6.1.4 Cost Models (CapEx and OpEx)
There are a larger number of components in LMR cost models and we will be covering some of
the major ones. These include:




Equipment and infrastructure acquisition, installation and turn up, normal operations
and maintenance costs
– Equipment and software including base radios, mobile radios (land, sea and air),
portable radios, repeaters, amplifiers, dispatch and management consoles as well as
the underlying applications
Licenses, permitting and regulatory fees as well as the timeframes for permit
approval of antenna structures, utility work and frequency licenses

In the design, determine the geographic coverage area and how many people and devices will
be serving. Utilizing trunked systems ascertain the number of channels needed to support the
number of users of the system. Identify the types of sites and how many sites are needed to the
cover the area. Also identify what services are to be provided over the coverage area such as
voice, messaging, low or high speed data, file or video distribution. Typical sites types include:


Low, Medium and High Powered LMR base stations and the property they occupy
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Repeater sites
 Back haul locations
 Topology surveys, site and radio frequency
engineering to select an appropriate location


Antenna patterns, circular, oval

If there is an LTE overlay, especially in rural areas or
areas not served by cellular carriers than LTE equipment
can be collocated or potentially additional sites will need
to be added.
Each LMR technology has its own factors to plug into the
scenario that affect all of these areas.

6.2

FUTURE STATE

6.2.1 Short Term Technologies (2017-2025)
6.2.1.1 Reserved
6.2.1.2 Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network /
FirstNet

Figure 6-10. A Hybrid LMR LTE Handheld
Radio

LTE based Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN) utilizes a nationwide LTE
network to interconnect local legacy LMR networks to give authorities a nationwide footprint.
A majority of traffic on an LMR system is in confined geographic regions. With a region wide
extension that law enforcement and emergency activities can be better coordinated over a
wider region when hurricanes, earthquakes or other regional disaster occur. As illegal activities
occur on a national scale, this system would allow a number of geographically dispersed
agencies to coordinate national activities.
Source: http://www.policemag.com/channel/technology/articles/2012/11/harris-corp-s-intouch-rpc200-smartphone.aspx

6.2.1.2.1

FirstNet

FirstNet (First Responders Network) is a Federal Program, housed in the US Department of
Commerce that promises to be the first nationwide, high-speed wireless broadband network
dedicated solely to public safety. By providing a single interoperable 4G LTE platform for
emergency and daily public safety data communications, it promises to increase collaboration
to help emergency responders save more lives, solve more crimes and keep our communities
safer. Congress has set aside a large amount of broadband spectrum specifically designated for
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public safety use, meaning that responders can easily communicate across jurisdictions and
state lines and put an end to decades-long interoperability and communications challenges.
Initially, FirstNet will be used to send data, such as maps, video, images, and text and to run
public safety apps and make non-mission critical cellular-quality voice calls. Important Note:
Mission critical voice will continue to use Land Mobile Radio (LMR) technology for the
foreseeable future.
With FirstNet, public safety users will have fast access to information they need to meet their
mission, and since the general public is not on this network, responders do not have to
compete for data usage. FirstNet will be designed to provide extensive coverage, although
some remote areas may need to be covered by deployable and/or mobile satellite systems.
The map below depicts FirstNet's early projections of proposed coverage in the state of
Georgia. The "Handheld Device w/ In-Building Coverage" means that handheld devices should
be able to fully function at all points within covered buildings, as well as anywhere outside.
"Handheld Device/ Partial In-Building Coverage" means that handheld devices should be able to
fully function anywhere outside as well as at some points within covered buildings. "Coverage
w/ Vehicular Modem/ Partial Handheld Device Coverage" means that handheld devices should
be able to function whenever they are in range of the vehicular modem, which can be deployed
as needed, and will receive some coverage even without the vehicular modem. "Satellite/
Deployable Unit Coverage" means that handheld devices will only receive connectivity through
deployable or satellite coverage.

Figure 6-11. Early Projections of FirstNet Coverage of the State of Georgia

Source: http://firstnet.gema.ga.gov/about/Pages/default.aspx
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6.2.1.3 Ultra Large Scale and Multifunction Integrated Circuits
Ultra Large Scale Integrated Circuits are based on vertical V structured transistor and
interconnect layers which continue to allow increases in the number of transistors and the
functions they support.
Some examples include:
Higher performance and precision Analog to Digital (A/D) and Digital to Analog (D/A) converters
 Enhanced Digital Signal Processors (DSP)
 Nano scaled manufacturing of active and passive energy elements, filter, crystal and Phased
Locked Loop (PLL) sub-systems, system on silicon
 Nano scaled micro machines for active filters, frequency components and other components
with moving elements
 Dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs with VLSI block


Mixed analog/digital VLSI and ULSI/System on Silicon allow a much tighter integration of analog
front ends, A/D and D/A subsystems and the additional digital circuits for very compact radio
systems. Combination photonic/digital and analog ICs allow lossless antenna interconnects to
greatly reduce overall noise in the radio system.

6.2.2 Long Term Technologies (2025+)
Even ten years from now unless we have been able to bend the laws of physics, we will still
have the 6.25 kHz channel with TDMA access methods. With ultra-precise components the
industry may be able to squeeze two more channels using FDMA but it is unlikely. What is more
likely is three to four orders of magnitude in DSP improvement and non-linear computing
processing power as well as manufacturing improvements which would give much more precise
and stable filter and frequency control capabilities to increase the number of channels in TDMA
radio systems.
As radio systems have better analog and digital front ends, improved phased array antenna
systems which would allow more bits of information to be carried per modulated symbol which
allows more data and FECC (Forward Error correcting code) to be carried in the same 6.25 kHz.
Maintaining the same symbol rate but increasing the bits per symbol could add two to four
additional channels in the same frequency envelop. By then a number of FDMA systems would
be retired for the more efficient TDMA technology.
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Figure 6-12. Use of a MIMO Antenna to Increase Performance and Range of the RF Signals

Source: http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16833995120

6.2.2.1 Very Ultra Large Scale and Multisystem Integrated Circuits
We would predict that ULSI technology will reach its maximum chip density in another four to
five years and optical data interconnects will allow a disaggregation to reduce power and noise
because of the very small features on the chips. With that level of system integration, multiple
Software Defined Radios can be implemented on a very small number of reprogrammable chips
which would greatly reduce the SWAP for future banks of radios.
6.2.2.2 Mature Software Defined Radios
Dynamically reprogrammable Gate arrays with VLSI blocks allows “software” defined radios to
be controlled and managed in software but time critical processing to be implemented in
hardware. Multiple hardware implementations can be stored in the system and called up on
demand depending on the radio system that you need instantiated on one or more of the
memory / hardware slots on the chip. This allows seamless integration with any number of
legacy radio systems as well as supporting next generation interconnects.

6.2.3 Key Attributes and Issues
6.2.3.1 Technical and Regulatory Standards
Various regulatory authorities such as FCC and standards organizations such as ITU, ETSI and
APCO to name a few, will continue to be very involved with LMR technical specifications and
frequency regulations.
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6.2.3.2 Availability/Coverage and Scalability
As DSP and VLSI/ULSI technology improves more efficient use of bandwidth will be occurring
either in more capacity from the same frequencies or extended geographic coverage. Improved
antenna technology such as phased array, electronically steerable MIMO antennas will increase
the gain and capacity of the systems in addition to covering a larger number of channels and
users.
Extended flight aerial vehicles can provide much greater range and coverage antennas place on
tall structures or geological features. Portable and mobile radios will be reduced in SWAP and
wearable antenna technology will give a greater surface area for MIMO style of antennas.
6.2.3.3 Security and Performance (SLA, Latency, etc)
Developing the details and criteria of security and performance metrics for technology ten
years out or more is beyond the scope of this paper. A discussion of future technologies is
found in section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
6.2.3.4 Pros and Cons
Developing the developing the details for pros and cons on technology that is at least ten years
out or more is beyond the scope of this paper. A discussion of future technologies is found in
section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.

6.2.4 Cost Models
Developing the criteria for cost models for ten year out or more technology is beyond the scope
of this paper. A discussion of future technologies is found in section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.

6.2.5 Acquisition and Transition Impacts
Developing the criteria for acquisition and transition impacts for ten year out or more
technology is beyond the scope of this paper. A discussion of future technologies is found in
section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
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7.

ACRONYMS

Acronym
A/D
ACL
ACM
AES
ALDPC
AM
AMBE
ANQP
APCO
APN
ATC
AWS
BRS
C2
CA
CC
CDMA
CELP
CLCP
CLEC
CODEC
COTS
CSP
CTIA
D/A
D2D
DAS
DES
DHCP
DL
DMR
DNS
dPMR
DSP
DVB
E-UTRAN
EAP
EBS
EDACS
eNodeB
EPC
EPP
EPS
ETSI
EVDO
FCC
FDA

Description
Analog to Digital Converter
Access Control List
Adaptive Coding and Modulation
Advanced Encryption Standard
Adaptive LDPC
Amplitude Modulation
Advanced Multi-band Excitation
Access Network Query Protocol
Association of Public-Safety Communications Officers
Access Point Name
Air Traffic Control
Advanced Wireless Spectrum
Broadband Radio Service
Command/Control
Carrier Aggregation
Component Carrier
Code Division Multiple Access
Code Excited Linear Prediction
Closed Loop Power Control
Competitive Local Exchange Carrier
Coder-DECoder
Commercial Off The Shelf
Cloud Service Providers
Cellular Telephone Industries Association
Digital to Analog Converter
Device to Device
Distributed Antenna System
Data Encryption Standard
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Downlink
Digital Mobile Radio
Domain Name System
digital Private Mobile Radio
Digital Signal Processor
Digital Video Broadcasting
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network
Extensible Authentication Protocol
Educational Broadband Services
Enhanced Digital Access Communication System
Evolved/Enhanced-Node B
Evolved Packet Core
End Point Protection
End Point Security
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Evolution-Data Optimized
Federal Communications Commission
Food and Drug Administration

Applicable Technology
All
Cellular
Satellite
All
Satellite
Radio
Radio
Cellular
Cellular, Radio
Cellular
All
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
All
Satellite
All
All
All
All
Cellular
All
Cellular
Cellular, Radio
All
All
All
Radio
All
Radio
All
Satellite
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
Radio
Cellular
Cellular
All
All
All
Cellular
All
All
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Acronym
FDMA
FDMA
FECC
FIPS
FM
FPGA
FTP
G
GAS
GB
Gbps
GEO
GHz
GPRS
GRE
GSM
HSPA(+)
HTTP
iDEN
IdM
IDS
IEEE
IMBE
IMSI
IoE
IoT
IP
IPoS
IPS
IPsec
ISDN
IXC
KB
Kbps
kHz
LAN
LDPC
LEC
LEO
LMR
LMR
LOS
LTE
M2M
MB
MBE
Mbps
MEO
MHz
MIMO

Description
Frequency Divided Multiple Access
Frequency Division Multiple Access
Forward Error Correcting Code
Federal Information Processing Standards
Frequency Modulation
Field Programmable Gate Array
File Transfer Protocol
Generation
Generic Advertisement Service
Gigabytes
Gigabits per second
Geostationary Earth Orbit
Gigahertz
General Packet Radio Services
Generic Routing Encapsulation
Global System for Mobile
High Speed Packet Access
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
integrated Digital Enhanced Network
Identity Management Security
(Mobile) Intrusion Detection System
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Improved Multi-band Excitation
International Mobile Subscriber Identity
Internet of Everything
Internet of Things (same as IoE)
Internet Protocol
IP Over Satellite
(Mobile) Intrusion Prevention System
Internet Protocol Security
Integrated Services Digital Network
Inter Exchange Carrier
Kilobytes
kilo bits per second
kilo Hertz
Local Area Network
Low-Density Parity Check
Local Exchange Carrier
Low Earth Orbit
Land Mobile Radio
Logic Trunked Radio
Line of Sight
Long Term Evolution (aka 4G)
Machine to Machine
Megabytes
Multi-band Excitation (speech model)
Mega bits per second
Medium Earth Orbit
Megahertz
Multi Input Multi Output

Applicable Technology
All
Radio
All
All
Radio
All
All
Cellular
Cellular
All
All
Satellite
All
Cellular, Radio
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
All
Radio
Cellular
Cellular
All
All
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular
All
Satellite
Cellular/All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Satellite
All
Satellite
Radio
Radio
All
Cellular, radio
Cellular
All
All
All
Satellite
All
Cellular, Radio
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Acronym
MPLS
MPT 1327
Msps
MSS
MTC
NAS
NIST
NPSBN
NTIA
NXDN
OEM
P25
PCS
PLL
PMR
ProSe
QoS
Rev
RF
RFT
RNC
S/N
SATCOM
SCPC
SDP
SDR
SI
SLA
SNMP
SON
SP
STC
SVLTE
SWAP
TDM
TDMA
TDMA
TEDS
TETRA
TIA
UHF
UL
ULSIC
UMTS
UTRAN
VAD
VAR
VHF
VLAN
VLSIC

Description
Multiprotocal Label Switching
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications 1327 (Standard)
Mega Symbol Per Second
Mobile Satellite Services
Machine Type Communications
National Air Space
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network
National Telecommunications and Information Administration
Next Generation Digital Narrow-band
Original Equipment Manufacturers
Project 25
Personal Communications Services
Phased Locked Loop
Private or Professional Mobile Radio
Proximity Services
Quality of Service
Revolution
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency Terminal
Radio Network Controller
Signal to Noise Ratio
Satellite Communications
Single Channel Per Carrier
Service Delivery Point
Software Defined Radio
Systems Integrator
Service Level Agreement
Simple Network Management Protocol
Self-Optimizing Network
Service Provider
Sinusoidal Transform Coder
Simultaneous Voice & Long Term Evolution
Space, Weight and Power
Time Division Multiplexing
Time Division Multiple Access
Time Divided Multiple Access
TETRA Enhanced Data Service
Terrestrial Trunked Radio
Telecommunications Industry Association
Ultra High Frequency
Uplink
Ultra Large Scale Integrated Circuit
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network
Value Added Distributor
Value Added Reseller
Very High Frequency
Virtual Local Area Network
Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit

Applicable Technology
Cellular
Satellite
Cellular
Cellular
All
All
All
All
Radio
All
Radio
Cellular
All
Radio
Cellular
Cellular, Radio
Cellular
All
Satellite
Cellular
All
Satellite, Radio
Satellite
All
All
All
All
All
Cellular
All
All
Cellular, Radio
All
All
All
Radio
Radio
Radio
All
All
All
All
Cellular
Cellular
All
All
All
All
All
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Acronym
VNO
VOCODER
VoIP
VoLTE
VPN
VSAT
VSELP
WAN
WCS
Wi-Fi
WLAN

8.

Description
Virtual Network Operators
Voice Coder
Voice over Internet Protocol
Voice over Long Term Evolution
Virtual Private Network
Very Small Aperture Terminal
Vector Sum Excited Linear Prediction
Wide Area Network
Wireless Communications Services
Wireless Fidelity
Wireless Local Area Network

Applicable Technology
All
All
Cellular, Radio
Cellular
Cellular
Satellite
All
All
Cellular
Cellular
Cellular, Radio
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